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The final rites for Warrant
Officer Edwin Franklin Sholar,
age 22, were held today at two
p. m. at the chapel of the
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Charles Blair and
Rev. Norman Culpepper officiating.
Full military rites were held
at the graveside at the Murray
Memorial Gardens. The Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home was in
charge of the arrangements.
WO Sholar, a helicopter pilot,
was killed in action near Chu
Lai, Vietnam, on June 4, and
his family received word of
His body
n_04440,,, his death on June 8.
iaia.abok
j
was accompanied home by Sp-4
Charles Buckner of Murray.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Joyce Barmen Sholar; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ekner Sholar; his sister, Miss Linda Sholar; his parents-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Barnes.
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Ronnie King who graduated this
tiring from Murray High Shoal
has signed a contract In probisebtill with the Seattle Pilots.
A mookamma for the graduating
stmlileg at Murray High called
this morning to say the graduating class of 1969 wishes Ronnie a lot of luck as he leaves
tomorrow for training camp.
"MRS says Go Ro-Ho".
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The Robert W. Hue Memorial Fountain located on the
Murray Water and Sewer System ground on the corner of
Nod% Fourth and Olive is nearing completion.
The Cot; is composed of two elevated ringed sprays
which will
low into a central pool which win also contain a water display.
The granite clad fountain, bending with the systeenn
building construction materials, will incorporate brick in the
walkway approach and visitor's seating. Landscaping will InStaff Photo by Ed Collie
clude spring flowers and shrubs.

Local Swinuners Are Thirteen Persons
To Compete In Meet Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
Thirty swimmers who will

Vol. LXXXX No. 144

Funeral Thursday For
Billy Wayne Reed;
Killed In Vietnam —

Shrine Club Will
Meet On Saturday

represent The Oaks and Calpersons were chargloway County Country Clubs Thirteen
ed, entered piers of guilty, and
meet
three-way
a
in
Thursday
The CalLoway County Shrine
Rennie is the son of Ross King
the City Court
at Hopinnsville will be select- were fined in
Broach Street. Good goClub will hold its regular meetleading finishers of City Judge William H. (Jake)
the
from
ed
ing Ronnie.
the past week. ing at the home of Mr. and
in 15 trial events held yester- Dunn during
following oc- Mrs. William /doffett, Panothe
show
Records
day in a contest between the
rama Shores, on Saturday, June
Th. Lodger and Tknes observed
curred:
two local teams at The Oaks'
registra- 21, at 6:30 p.
their twenty-second anniversary
no
Matipin,
A.
D.
Billy Wayne Reed
pooL
A potluck supper will be sera daily newspaper on Montion tans, lined $15-00 costs
Sixteen boos and 14 girls, $01.50.
ved. Music for dancing will be
day, June 16. It was on June 16,
in sae from seven to
1947 that we changed from
Warren Brothers Company, furnished by the Calloway CoMarine Corporal Charles T. ranging
will make up the Murray so cab card in mitt, fined $19.00 unty Playboys.
weekly to daily publication.
Williams has arrived at Marble 12,
for the meet, to be costs Vain
contingent
All members are urged to
north
Mountain, fifteen miles
Hopkiniwille Coun- L. C. Ryes, driving while in- attend.
the
at
held
In observance of the ocean=
of Da Nang, South Viet Nan,
Hninarnining will be held at
try Club pool.
we had a dinner here at the
toxicated, amended to reckless
according to a letter received
the Palestine United Methodist
will
group
the
of
charge
In
costs
cooked
$100.00
Trenholm
office. Wiley
driving,
by his wife, the former Debbie
Church on Sunday, June V..
be Jerry Crites, swimming co-84.50.
NOW YOU KNOW
The summer program will Simmons.
(Continued on Page 14)
Rev. Erie Caldwell will be
County
Calloway
the
achat
R. W. Dale, reckless driving,
WiWams loft June 7 for Okistart at the Murray City Park
preaching at the morning worcox%
the
Keene,
Jack
and
club,
$4.50.
communicosts
City
York
New
The
00.00
fined
there
soon with registration to be held nawa and he flew from
at The Oaks. This will be the J. W. Wilson, public drunk- ty of Harlem was named by the ship service at 11 o'clock. Dinon Monday, June 23, It nine to Marble Mountain.
MOOD folcompetitive meet of the omen, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. early Dutch settlers for the Ne- ner will be served
fire
He is attached to a Helicopa. OL
lowed by singing in the afterseason for both teams.
while
therlands Harlem, the capital
R. L Morris, driving
Professional help will be ter unit
Those expected to meke the intoxicated, amended to reck- of the province of North Hal noon.
His address, for those who
available four days a week for
The public is invited to atwhich
the
in
and
everts
trip
two hours each day to instruct wish to write him is: Corporal they most likely will compete less drivel& fined $100.00 costs land.
tend.
the children in at, daramatics, Charles T. Nyilljamis, 2326458,
H. G. Nance, public drunk
The West Fork Baptist crafts, soccer, basketball, story H k MS-16 (Avian) Magid( are:
Freestyle: (8 and under bors)
homecomfined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Church will have its
California
Francisco,
San
FPO
general
and
softball,
H. Boone and A. Warnet re
The reading,
Miller, driving while init
Ing on Sunday, June
96•32.
activities.
and under girls) L Hopkins and toxicated, amended to reckleso
church is located west of Stella
Each child may sign up for
M.
and
boys)
(10
under
Ray.
R.
driving, fined $100.130 costs
Dr1 Kentucky Highway 121.
a many activities as the scheBoone and B. Warner. (10 and $4.50.
Rev. Heyward Roberta Paeten dule will permit. Morning acunder girls) D. Keller and T. L D. Harpole, reckless drivof the church, will preach at tivities will be limited.
Boone. (12 and under boys) T. ing, fined $15.00 coats $4.50.
the morning services at eleven
Afternoon activities will be
Seal and T. Boone. (12 and unBy LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
a public hearing during the
W. It. Cathy, driving motor
o'clock.
going from one to four p. m.
der girls) J. Jones and M. Hen- vehicle without operator's li- FRANKFORT, Ky. On — The weak of Aug. 11 oq the proposDay
Golf
Junior
A basket dinner will be serv- Baseball starts at five p. m.
The regular
don.
cense, fined $100.00 costs $4.50. Mate Air Pollution Control Com- ed regulations.
ed at noon and singing will be Park League, 5:30 in Kentucky at the Calloway County CounBreast Stroke: (8 mid under
As now written the regulaK. J. Zimmerman, speeding, mission moved Tuesday toward
held in the afternoon.
six p m in the try Club will be held Thursday, boys) M. Pitman and B. Warmand
League,
amended to reckless driving, adoption of & stop gap regula- tion would:
All members, former mem- Little, Pony, and Colt Leagues. June 19, with tee off time at er. (8
and under girls) R. Ray fined $50.00 cogs $4.50.
tion which would require air
—Effective Jan. 1, 1970, rebers, and friends are urged to Over four hundred boys
nine a. m.
and L. Hopkins. (10 and under B. D. McClard, improper re- ontaminant sources to obtain quire most potential pollution
attend this homecoming at West two hundred parents are acti
Pairings have been made and boys) B. Austin and M. Hibannual
permits.
sources to obtain an annual
Fork.
anyone else wishing to play bard. (10 and under girls) M. gistration, fined $15.00 costs
In this program.
However, the common re- permit from the commission.
84.50.
will paired at the tee.
Littleton and J. Austin. (12 and
turned again to committee two
—Exempt backyard IncineraThe pairings are as follows: under boys) R. Hibbard and J. H. W. Lewis, reckless driv- regulations which would set speRobbie Hibbard, Wes Purger- Pitman. (12 and under girls) M. ing, amended to disorderly con- cific limits on the amounts of tors, tobacco beds, residential
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
furnaces and boilers in buildson, and John McCane.
Richardson and T. Walker.
particulate matter—dust, soot ings of six units or less, autoJay Kennedy, David Frank,
Back Stroke: (8 and under
and grime—to be omitted.
mobiles, buses and trains.
and Tony Boone.
boys) N. Hibbard and B. WarnThe commission voted to hold
—Require the applicant to
Tommy Keller, Timmy Shown, er. (10 and tinder boys) K. Shalist "an analysis of the charand Larry Robertson.
Donald Shekon Steffen, of
han and J. Hart. (10 and under
acteristics, properties and volGene Parker, Johnny Hewitt, girls) T. Boone and J. Austin.
736 Nash Drive was injured in
ume
the
of
omcontemplated
toprogress
Alexander.
Mike
and
to
main obstacles
a motorcycle and car accident
By PAUL TREUTHARDT
(12 and under boys) T. Seal
ission."
Bruce Scott, David Keller, and M. Thurman. (12 and unLest night at 8:24 on Sycamore
PARIS lein — A US. official wards peace.
and
Send
Max
Mrs.
and
Rev.
—Require
the
to
applicant
by
and Alan Weatherly
The ofkial said the offer
Street, according to the report
der girls) L Boone and M. Rich- dauhgter, Nancy, and son, Jimtot the Vietnam talks said today
Thieu of
George Landolt, Bubba Hugh- ardson.
Police have arrested a 16filed by the investigating of(Continued on Pain 14)
he Communists have displayed President Nguyen Van
my, will be honorea with a pottalks es, and Karl Converse.
ficers of the Murray Police DeButterfly: (8 and under boys) luck supper on Friday even- year-old Trenton, Tenn., youth
a "monstrous attitude" in stead- South Vietnam for direct
Lynn Hewitt, Tony Carroll, A. Warner and M. Pitman. (10
in connection with the attack
partment.
fastly refusing to enter into with the NNational Liberation
ing, June 20, at the Memorial
arm and Sharon Frandrich.
on a Mayfield woman Saturday
and under boys) B. Warner and Baptist Church.
Steffey, age 23, suffered a
serious negotiations with the Front (NLF), the political
Donna Knight, Beth Wilson, B. Boone. (10 and under girls)
night.
broken humerus, upper part of
Allies.
(Continued en Page 14)
and Gay Crass.
The suspect, Harold Jerome
the arm, in the accident. He
D. Keller and B. Richardson.
At the same time, the ofGaye Miller, Beverly Parker, (12 and under boys) It. Hibbard The Sledd family will, be leav- Anderson, was arrested in Trenwas admitted to the Murrayficial, who asked not to be
as
tour
third
their
ing soon for
and Paula Parker.
ton by Gibson County, Tents., Stag Night will be held at Calloway County Hospital and
and M. Thurman. (12 and unidentified, played down reports
Mary Ann Taylor, Ellen Quer- der girls) EL limbs and L. missionaries in the Biafran sec- authorities at the request of the the Oaks Country Club on Fri- is listed in fair condition this
of minor differences between
tion of Nigeria on the contin- Kentucky State Police.
day. June 20, with the dinner morning by the officials there.
termous, and Karen Kennedy. Boone.
and
Vietnam
South
of
officials
ent of Africa.
to be served at seven p. m.
Jan
with
Shuffet,
charged
Cathy
Mitchell,
was
Anderson
Police said Steffey was drivtanAmand
inmerican negotiators over
,Individual Medley: (8
The menu will consist of rib ing a 1967 Honda Motorcycle
and Amy Wilson.
ner boys) H. Boone and N..Hib- During the past year while raping and maliciously cutting eye
Itrican support of the Saigon
steaks, baked potatoes, sal- and hit the 1966 Buick two door
Jamie Frank and Jan Pur• bard. (10 and under boys) B. they have been on furlough they Debra Washum, 20, and was
government.
dom.
Austin and K. Shablut (10 and have been worshipping at the ordered held without bail pend- ads, onion rolls, iced tea, and hardtop driven by Nellie RuHe said the refusal of the
coffee.
bone Lassiter of 627 Broad
under girls),, M. Lfttieton and Memorial Baptist Church and ing a hearing at a later date.
Coninunists to negotiate with
For reservations call Waiter Street, Murray, as they were
planwas
who
Washum,
expressMiss
church
the
of
B.
members
Richardsbn.
(12
and
under
Saigon and their "bannyhanded
Mrs. Effie Henley of 316
boys) T. Boone and J. Pitman. ed their appreciation for the ning to attend Murray State Jones 753-4358, Jim Bryan 753- both going east on Sycamore
attempts" to overthrow the North 12th Street, Murray, was
(12 and under girls) J. times ftne association with the Sledds University this summer, told 8200, or Don Grogan 753-1365. Street. Mrs Lassiter was slowSaigon government are the claimed by death on Tuesday at
police a man entered her car
and T. Walker.
ing for traffic in front of her
during the year.
1:30 p. m. at the Westview
while she was making a phone
when Steffey collided with the
Church
The Memorial Baptist
Nursing Home.
The public is invited to at- call. in downtown Mayfield and
near end of her car, according
The deceased was 74 years will have its annual Vacation
forced her to drive out of town
tend the potluck supper.
to the police report.
of age and her death was due Bible School starting Monday,
where he attacked her. She is
Damage to the Lassiter car
throcontinuing
an
following
arid
23,
June
mlications
eatie
ih
recovering from a stab wound
Vaasa rem ratoramiassit-was on the rear end and to the
ilLness. Her huiband, ugh Friday, June 27.
on
bruises
Ii
Yadisasi Patterson
in the throat and
'Sleffey motorcycle on the front
Hours of the school will be
who was a
KENTUCK y — Considerably Ague H. Henley,
her head.
end.
in from 8:30 to 11:30 a. in. each new allineessiag at her hams
died
Wiswell,
at
totrobant
cloudy and mild today through
She is the daughter of Dr.
Henley day, according to the principal, at 206 ilanth Mk Street, MurMrs.
1963.
of
January
of
Ruth
McBride
PaMrs.
J.
Thursday with widely scattered
a patient at
and Mrs. J. B. Washum.
January 1, 1896 to Rev. Norman Culpepper, pastor ray, aft, befog
doisch passed away Tuesday at
showers and thundershowers was born
the Murray-Calloway County
and
church.
the
of
Mosley
Forrest
late
10:30 a. m. at the Western
ending from the west Thursday. the
On Friday, June 20, at ten Hospital.
WesBaptist Hospital, Paducah. She
High today in the 70s. Low to- Fannie Watson Moaley of
The Southern Baptist Conto her hospitalization
Prior
and
day
preparation
the
in.
a.
kley County, T.
is the daughter of Rev. and
Orla
vention
New
at
ninon
night in the 60s.
at
she
a
at
was
Murray,
patient
The Vacation Church School
Mrs. Henley was a member of picnic for the Bible School will a Memphis, Tem., hospital.
Mrs. Otis Jones of Aurora.
leans en Juno 12 elected Dr.
The deceased was a supervis- for kindergarten and elementthe Storys Chapel United Me- be held. All children of the
H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First
Patterson
a
is
Inn
first
grade
community are invited to atChurch.
or at South Central Bell Tele- ary children, four year old
0 Kentucky Wm,7 a. in 388-7, thodist
teacher at the RobertsonEle- Baptist Church in Murray, as a
one son, Dr. tend.
are
phone Company at Paducah through sixth grade in public
Survivors
Trusmember
the
at
of
Board
stationary; Wen)Asa 301.0,
mentary School
Henley, 104 Sou*?
B.
where she had been employed school, will begin MonMalvin
tees
of
BapGate
the
Golden
down 1.9, no
WuMurray; four sisfor
the past seventeen years. day. June 23, at nine a. in. at
Street,
9th
tist Theological Seminary, Mill
, Barkley lafto, 7 a. m. 358.6,
Mrs. Claudie Garner and
She
was a graduate of Hard- the First United Methodist
ters,
Valley, California, for a five
down OA below dam 302.4,
in High SChini and a member Church.
Mrs. Ethel hum of Martin,
year tam of aerates.
down 0.8.
of the Southland Baptist Tem- The -school will be held from
Tenn., Mrs. Golie Dunn of St.
As one et the six lbeological
Sunrise 5:37; sunset 8:19.
nine a. In. to 11:30 a. n1. daily
ple, Paducah.
Mo., and Mrs. Virgie Rye
Louis,
of
Exhibit
Art
Senior
operated
The
and
owned
seminaries
Moon sets 11:29 p.
Survivors are her husband, from Monday, June 23, to Friof Dresden, Tenn.; two broLarry Smith is now being held by Southern Baptists, Golden
Robert McBride of Paducah; day, June 27.
thers. Huron and Deane MosMiss Leah Workman, daugh- at the Exhibition Hall at Mur- Gate Serniaary has students enMrs. Harold Evenoneyer is
one daughter, Miss Lisa Mcley of Dresden, Tenn.; five ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Work- ray State University.
PIVI DAY FORECAST
rolled from many state and
Bride of Paducah; and her par- serving as superintendent of the
grandchildren.
man of Murray, left Wednesday
The exhibit opened on June twenty foreign countries.
ents, Rev. and Mrs. Otis Jones Vacation Church School.
Funeral services will be held for Sweden, Maine, where she 15 and will be on display until
19 LOUISVILLE 1(y. um — The
Membership on this Board
Funeral services will be held
Is another of various and imfive-day Kentucky weather out. Thursday at two p. m. at the will serve as a counselor at a Saturday, June 28.
Thursday M two p. m. at the
look, Thursday through Monday. hapel of the Max H. Churchill Girls Camp there.
ON! CITID
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. portant positions for which Dr.
Roth Funeral Chapel, Paducah,
The Murray girl will be a James H. Smith, Calloway Avhas been selected by the
Temperatures will average 5 Funeral Home with Rev. Johnwan Rev. Harold Council ofsophomore at Murray State enue, received his Bachelor of Southern Lanai Convention.
to 10 degrees below the normal son Easley officiating.
One person was cited by the
ficiating. Burial will be in the Murray Police Department on
Interment will be in the University this fall. She is a Science degree with an area in Previously he served two three-1111-01 highs and 61-69 lows.
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens Tuesday. It was for not having
Rainfall still total up to three- South Pleasant Grove Cemetery music major She is a graduate art from Murray State this year terms
a INSIMber of the
Paducah. Friends may call at a helmet while riding &
'Meters of an inch mostly near with the arrangements by the of Murray High School where spring. He is a graduate of Mur- Executive comOMmo a the
motorthe Roth Funeral Home.
Ellin weekend
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home she played trumpet in the band. ray High School.
Dr• M. C. Chiles
Convention. --where friends may calL

of no

City Park
Summer
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Corporal Williams
Is North Of Da Nang

Palestine Church
Plans Homecoming

awed

• Homecoming Is or
Planned At West
Fork On Sunday

•
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Junior Golf Day
Thursday, Calloway

Reds Display 'Monstrous
Attitude' At Peace Talks

a to find Pine Manor to be
you want in a fine carpet.
random sheared loop pattern of Pine
es with quality Barwick construction
as; Dual Loc Bac to make this the caryear!

Funeral services for Private
Billy Wayne Reed, the seventh
victim of the Vietnam war from
Calloway County, will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
St. John's Baptist Church with
Rev. C. E. Ward officiating.
Interment will be in the Murray Cemetery with full military
rites at the grave. The Rutledge
Funeral Home is in charge of
the amngements. The wake will
be held tonight at the borne at
206 North ,Cherry Street
Pat. Reed was reported killed
in action on Tuesday, June 3,
just the day before Warrant
Officer Edwin Franklin Sholar,
a helicopter pilot, became the
eighth Vietnam war victim from
Calloway County.
The Murray soldier had been
overseas for about one month
when his death came. Pvt. Reed
enlisted in the Army on January 26, 1968, just prior to his
18th birthday on February 15.
He took his basic training at
Fort Campbell. He attended
Murray High School and the
Job Corps Center at Camp
Breckenridge.
Pvt. Reed was a member of
the St. John's Baptist Church.
Survivors are his father, Willie Odell Reed of Murray and
Gladys Reed of Chicago, Ill.;
grandmother, Mrs. Vera Ward
of Murray; three sisters, Glenda
Reed of Chicago, Ill., Ethel and
Willie Nell Reed of Murray; two
brothers, Stephen and Thomas
Reed of Murray.
Other victims of the Vietnam
war from Calloway County have
been U. James Scarbrough,
Cpl. Billy Lauffer, Pfc. Gary
Wilkinson, Major Larry Hosford, Cpl. Dickie G. Keeler, and
Sp4 Ronald Colson.
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HURRAY, KENTUCKY

Guidance
TV CAMEOS: Alvy Moore
Eighteenth Century U.S. Conference
Scenes Saved in Prints, Set, Western Alvy Has Won Over the County Agents
Thanks to Currier & Ives

Sy MIL HEWER
THE COUNTY agent in America—for city
Ilk reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the lidttor.
slickers, he's a kind of adviser to farmers,
se Public Voice Seem which. In our opinion. are not tor the best
briefing them on new methods and ideas to
Interest of our readies.
Bowling Green, Ky., Western help them make a buck--is, generally, a serious,
Kentucky University will host almost stolid kind of guy who doesn't see anyNATIONAL RIEPRIIIINNTATIVICS: WALLA= WTINIZR. 00, 1106
its first annual Summer Confer- thing particularly funny about his btuilness.
Madison Ave, Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg.. New York, N.Y.
Moore not one
IIMphenerei Bldg.. Detroit, With.
ence for School Guidance Per- Which, for a while, made Alvy
of his favorite people.
sonnel June 23-24,
"I guess it was a situation like Perry Mason
Mitered at the Post Otnce, Murray. encky. for tranansbeion
The Conference Is designed and those lawyers," Alvy says with a rueful
Second Clem Wattk
to facilitate communication and smile. "After all, as Hank Kimball in 'Green
IRIB8Ctr1'ION RAT: By Carrier In Murray. per week 35e. per
working relationships among pe- Acres,' I portray a county agent who's none
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 9510;
ople engaged in guidance and pup- too bright so they weren't too enthusiastic."
Ilemes 1 & 2, $13.09;
ewhere 616.00. All service subscriptions $6.00.
personnel services.- The slight, genial Mr. Moore, who has been
The idea was born when West- on the CBS show since its inception five years
ern officials reflected on the ago, has a winning way about him, however,
national emphasis placed on guid- and a while back, he went to the enemy's camp.
ance, counseling and personnel He was invited to the agents' national convention in Omaha—and after he had spoken for a
services since sponsorship undwhile, he not only got a standing ovation, but
er the National Defense Educa- the convention
chief got up, shrugged and said
tion Act of 1958, the Elementary with a big grin, "Well, I guess any image of a
and econdary Act of 1965, and county agent is better than no image at all."
•
•
•
the impending vocational guidBy UNITED PRAMS DITIIIINATIONAL
ance implications of the VocatAS IS SO often the case, Alvy is an almost
ional Education Amendments of direct opposite of the character he plays. Hank
Kimball is a bumbler; Alvy is not. Hank doesn't
1968.
NEW YORK - New York's Mayor John V. Lindsay, conceding
The Conference program will know which way is up, and Alvy has drawn a
primary:
mayoral
Republican
defeat in the
consist of four general sessions sharp bead on the direction in which he hopes
"There is a mood of hostility in this city and this nation and
Involving
more than 50 present- to go, which is (a) continuing acting and (b)
producing movies.
that mood has apparently been heiy-d tonight. But reason will
ers, discussants and recorders.
-The company I have with L. Q. Jones altriumph and so will we."
A Currier & Ives print depicting a farm if. winter scene
They will participate in a sym- ready has made two films, the second of which,
posium, roundtable discussions, 'The Witchmaker,' has gotten pretty good noand meetings of professional in- tices and is beginning to play around the neighNEW YORK - Columnist Jimmy Breslin, commenting after
terest groups.
borhood houses now," Moore says. "And we've
Illy GROVER BRINKMAN
being a loser in the Democratic primary race for president of
Dr. Paul W. Fitzgerald, State got a third in the works and hope to begin
Centro/
Press
Newspoper
for
and
This
Written
Especially
Council:
the New York City
WHEN AN OLD dwelling was torn down recently in an Illinoi: Director of Pupil Personnel Ser- shooting it in New Mexico, come July, when
"I am mortified to have taken part in a process that has closed
town,
an artist who chanced by the site was dismayed to find Ow vices for the state of Florida, there's a break in the taping of 'Green Acres'
the bars for the better part of the day."
for next season."
floor littered with old lithographs, trampled, dirty and soiled, al! will deliver two major addresses
•
•
•
Not only is Alvy Moore NOT a bumbler
about
relevant
approaches
repair.
to
pupof them beyond
MIAMI - U. Sgt, Bernal Cook, Milting to the hijack to Cabe
ALVY
ACTS
in
dew
productions
as well as
like Hank Kimball, but he's a
two
of
Many of the old lithos, of course, were worthless. But
il personnel programs in today's
producing them, ant; his skill is apparent. He's
of a jetliner he was*:
shrewd, up-and-coming movie producer.
them were Currier & Ives prints, trampled into the mud because schools.
safer over
done heavies before arid he knows his way
days ago andbeE, I Edit
"I just left Vietnam
the wreckers didn't realize their value.
Ben X. Freeman, Director of around when portraying them. "I've already
but didn't really get going in his trade until
there,"
The Currier & Ives story is an amazing saga of a new,art form Pupil Personnel Services for
won five bucks from one of the 'Green Acres' after he'd spent four years in the Marine Corps
in America that had its birth early in the 18005. It started when Louisville City Schools, and Dr.
during World War II, when he saw action at'
actors," he says with a smile. "He said that
JERSEY CITY, N.J. UPI - The candidate who said Jersey a creative young man named Nathaniel Currier, aged 15, decided
Newman 'Walker, Superintendent no matter what the 'Witchmaker' was about, Iwo Jima. He started out with a • Clerelant---,-r
City seeded a 'watchdog - then got 'bit by one - was elected a that he would be a lithogra
stock company, went on tour with "Mister
In 1852, James Merritt Ives, of Paducah City Schools(recently he'd bust out laughing when he saw me in it
of note, despite the odds facing
city councilman Tuesday night.
Roberts" and then did some movie roles, lead- ,
--and after he went to the'film, he didn't say
Superintendent
of
Louappointed
a
young
bookkeeper,
joined
Curwould
he
merchant
said
him.
Morris Pesin, a 56-year-old -drygoods
ing ultimately to his work in the "Pete and 9
anything. Just got out the five and handed it
Stone lithography had just rier in a clerical capacity. Five isville City Schools), will talk
live up to his carnps'gs. pledges to be a watchdog.
Gladys" TV series as Harry Morgan's neighbor.
over."
was,
years
later
he
doing
the
point
of
view.
from
the
schools'
America
by
a
•
•
•
While distributing campaign literature on a sidewalk, Pesin been started in
Playing
Hank
in
the
long-running
series
same
type
of
art
work
that
CurWestBrumfield,
Dr. Stanley
Pendleton's, in Boswas bitten by a German shepherd. The wound required four firm called
might get to be a drag after five years, one
MOORE'S
WIFE
is
the
former
Carolyn Mohr,
rier
did.
ton. It was from this firm that
ern's Director of Counseling Ser- might think, but Moore
stitches.
says no. "Whether my whom he met.when they were studying at the
. •
young Nathaniel Currier, only
vices, will talk about work with .rele for the week consists of one page or forty Pasadena Community Playhouse — "she still
IN THEmext 35 years, it was college student personnel andDr.
15, received his first job as an
pages," he says, "it always seems to be a chal- does a bit role now and then to keep her hand
apprentice. Five years later he rare to find . a home in the na- Kearney Campbell,
Kentucky lenge to me and I like to face it. Of course, if in, but she says she doesn't really like to act,
had so mastered the art that he tion that dib not have at least State Director of Guidance, will I were a big star who had to
carry a show by so I guess I'm lucky"- and they have three
set out on his own, first in Phil- one Currier & Ives print on its describe
children, a boy and two girls. They live in the
guidance and personnel myself week after week, like Mike Connors in
walls. The lithos were cheap,
adelphia, then New York.
'Mannix,' say, I might weary of it after a North Ridge section of southern California's
In 1835, Nathaniel Currier, selling from $1.50 to $3. To- services at the state level.
San Fernando Valley, and Alvy's hobbies are
The Conference is sponsored
still little more than a youth, day, many of these old prints
whAileHoosier from Indiana, Alvy attended Indi- photography, golf and umpiring Little League
My time is at hand. - Matthew 26:18.
created the first renown for are lost or destroyed. But the by Western's Office of Counselor ana State Teachers' College as a drama
major ball games.
The great moment of your life is neither yesterday nor tomorrow. himself by portraying scenes of few originals that do exist, out- Education(Dr. Emmett Burkeen,
Distributed
by Nina Features Syndicate
museums
Or
side
of
those
in
the
University's
Director)
and
Today only is ours, yesterday is past and tomorrow may never the great New York fire of that
year Five years later, he ac- owned by collectors, are sold College of Education (Dr. Tate
come.
quired national renown as a re- for high prices
C. Page, Dean).
No
Although many of the copies
sult of his famous depiction of
Further information can be Treasury Secretary David Kenone's self is interested is the
the burning of the steamboat of Currier & Ives prints on
the University's nedy's defensive reference to
first conaition of interesting
liect to receive 50 percent , or Lexington ir. Long Island walls today are in color, remem- btained from
other people."
more, of his income from the Sound. In conjunction with the ber that the original lithographs Public Affairs Office and the the pressure for wage and price
Today is Wednesday, June 18,
production of agricultural comm- New York Sun, a special edition were made in a black and white Office of Counselor Education. controls is a false alarm. As,
the 189th day of 1989 with 198
matters stand, the Administracontained a colored lithograph medium from the lithographic
to follow.
odities on the farm; neither the
(then unbe- stone. After the prints dried,
of
the
print
in
the
tion
would
have
trouble
rallying
The moon is between its new
owner nor the operator may have lievable time of three days.
they were passed to colDrists,
support to extend the surtax,
phase and first quarter.
an interest in any other tirm
• • •
and each print colored indivilet alone finding votes for wage
The morning stars are MerSO spectacular was the effi- dually, a very painstaking task.
and price controls. On the other cury, Venus and Saturn.
which has a 19'70 wheat allot- cacy of this method of reportThe life of America. from
hand,
the
analyst
says,
credit
The evening stars are Mari
ment; and the person making ing a great piece of news that 1835 to 15.85. was portrayed by
controls are very much closer, and Jupiter.
application must have had at from every corner of the coun- Currier & Ives in this charming
"and their immediate and not
On this day in history:
least two years experience in try came demands for copies. manner During this period, the
NEW YORK UPI - Although merely overnight effect would
In 1812 the United States dethe last five years in producing For days. even Currier himself firm produced more than 6,000 some of the currently leading
be
to
knock
the
stock
market
subjects,
different
depicting
found it necessary to pitch in
clared wer on Britain for the
A new farm wheat allotment wheat.
stocks in the market may require for a proper loop."
and aid in the shipping of the every phase of life in the quicksecond time in history.
may be established for 1970 crop
two
to
three
more
weeks
of
conly exp3.ndtrig nation
Applications for a new farm papers containing the print
In 1815 Napoleon was defeatwheat for farms that did not have
Only recently, the raret print solidation, a good number of
During the next 10 years, the
ed at the Battle of Waterloo.
a 1969 allotment, and which can allotment must be filed in the
With respect to the intermed- In 1935 Adolf Hitler signed a
fame of Corner's colored litho- Of all of their works, -The Life them have moved down to strong
meet all eligibility requiremen- county office on or before June graphs became world wide, of a Hunter," sold at a sum that levels and seem capable of holdlate term, the only major bullish treaty with Britain, promising
producer
1969.
Any
interested
30,
ts, Mr. 011ie C. Hall of the
They were sold as newspapers would have amazed both (7urrier ing the line, says Tessel, Patur- factor ahead for the market is not to expand the GermanCalloway County ASC Committee who can meet these requirements are today. by street corner van- and Ives, who turned out their ick & Ostrau.
the possibility that during the Navy beyond 35 per cent of the
should contact the county office
anootinced today.
dors, as well as in large quan- prints at a pittance of their
In the present oversold mar- next 12 months some real pro- Royal Navy.
before the final date for riling tities in local stores, and by worth today
ket, traders should be "on the gress will be made in the Paris
In 1953 Egypt was proclaimed
. And the price still go. up' alert for the first signs of stabA 1970 wheat allotment will an application.
house-to-house agents_
peace negotiations, says Shear- a republic by the Army Council
automatirAlly be established for
ility which would indicate a re- son, HammW & Co. The firm of the Revolution.
all farms that had a wheat allotracnose. For flea beetles, DDT versal of, the downtrend" the feels this possibility "is real
loaroasr
1:14•P
ment established for 1969.
dust gives very good results. An firm observes
Mobile was the first city in
enough..to warrant commitments
A thought for the day: Walter
telephone
a
application a few days ahead of
Alabama to have
in carefully selected common Peter said. "To know when
To be eligible for a new tarm exc hange.
setting controls the insects for
The Janeway Service believes stocks."
allotment, the operator must exa period usually up to two weeks
•
in the field.
JANNIS C. VPILLIASUI, PUBLISIEER
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Tobacco
Needs Proper
Fertilizer

Best spacing of burley tobacco is 16-18 inches in rows 40-42
inches apart. Best dark tobacco
By W. R. Hoover
spacing seems to be rows 40
Area Extension Agent
inches apart and plants 34-38
Tobaccdis a high acre income Inches apart in the row. Transcrop and responds in both weight planting is best done when temand quality to proper fertilisat- perature is below 90 degrees F.
ion. A soil test is advised. Soil
Herbicides recommended for
low in nitrogen, phosphorus and
and most broad leaf weeds
grass
potassium should receive 160-180
are vernam, etude, and balan
pounds of nitrogen, 200-250 pountrial basis. The manufacturds of P205, and 150 pounds of on
recommendations for use
er's
1(20 for dark types and 300
should be followed or obtain the
pounds of burley. Broadcast and
Extension recommendations at
plow under the fertilizer or disk
local office.
tin deeply, if applied after break- your
log the land. Manganese toxiEvery year somegrowers have
city is showing up in tobacco
surplus plants, while others have
fields having too much acidity. shortage or failure.
Growers
While liming the fall before is
having surplus plants (not.placpreferable, a Ph test of 5.5 ed) are
encouraged to report
r below should have 1 to I,2
the following information to their
tons per are of lime applied. local Extension office: name,
If manure is used, not over ten
phone number, location, kind of
tons per acre should be applied.
tobacco, and square yards of
The nitrogen and potassium shouplant bed or estimate number of
ld be reduced about 50 pounds
plants. Growers needing plants
each.
should contact their local Extesk.
The 1969- Extension recommsion office for referral.
endations for soil insects are
diazinon applied in either liquid
or granular form. Di-syston, a
systemic, used at the rate of 40
pounds of 10 percent granules is
recommended for flea beetle control and may control aphids. Users are cautioned to follow instructions when using di-syston to
avoid injury to themselves.
Tobacco beds should be observed for diseases and insects
up to transplanting. Antheacnose
is the most common disease
and is best controlled by spraying with polyram, one ounce in
three gallons of water. Ferbam
recommended for anth-

Win
Victory
over
Arthritis

Support
THE ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 753-3152
Truly Pine Cleaning

* Executive Shirt Service *
aolO11.111101111\

GRIFFIN LAWN NOVELTI
- 3226 Part Avenue. Pak:Lb,

CONCRETE. AND POTTERY
Largest Selection in West Kentucky

Dr. Charles W. Mercer
Announces
FORMER NUN IS BRIDE The former Jacqueline Greorinan, 42.
who was a Roman Catholic nun till 1988, stands with her
bridegroom, Paul J. Wexler, 49, at Webster College in St.
Louis, of which she is president, after their marriage He
is a recording 'executive of Tenafly. N.J. The interfaith
ceremony was performed by a Jesuit priest and a rabbi.

The Termination
of his

Practice
at

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
500 W. Main Streit Phone 753-ipl "

Houston -McDevitt Clinic
s.
on Wednesday, June 18, 1969
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Sports Parade
Agents

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YCRK UPI - People have
Joe Nemeth all wrong.
They say his head is too big.
That's not so at all. It's not his
head that's too big, it's his heart.
Joe Nemeth has a heart as big
as a bathtub and the trouble is he
lets all his friends use it. He
thinks that's being loyal.
He has another habit involving
his heart. Confronted with a sticky problem occasionally, he'll
use it instead of his head to think
with and that's one of the reasons
he's in this pickle now.
He did get in one shot that hit
squarely in the middle of the
target when he announced he was
quitting football 12 days ago.
"This is ridiculous," he said.
Joe Nemeth never spoke any
truer words.
It sure is ridiculous.
The whole thing is so ridiculous it goes beyond being absurd and the sad part about the
entire messy affair is that Joe
Nemeth, with that genuinely warm, big heart must shoulder the
responsibility for what happened
either now or eventually whether
he's completely blameless or
not.
Like all other mortals, 26year-old Joe Nemeth will find
life can be hard, life can be
cruel. He probably has found
that out already.
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in two runs with a single and a
homer as the Orioles beat Washington. Baltimore has now won
11 of its last 13 and eight straight
By VITO STELLINO
on the road. Cuellar pitched a
UPI Sports Writer
no-hitter for a 5 1-3 innings
before Frank Howard doubled.
The Detroit Tigers are making Hank Allen ruined Cuellar's shuttheir move now but they've found out bid with a run-scoring double
themselves on a treadmill.
in the eighth.
The defending world champio. Ken Harrelson snapped a 2-2
as — breaking out of an early •
adlock with a single in the
season slump swept a double- ighth and scored on Cap Peterheader from the New York Yan- on's
sacrifice fly as Cleveland
kees, 8-0 and 6-3 Tuesday night •pped Boston for the first time
to run their winning streak to
eight games since last Aug.
seven games as manager Mayo 22. Stan
Williams pitched a sixSmith beamed, "I feel the club
hitter to gain the victory for the
has momentum now."
Indians while Jim Lonborg suffBut the problem'for the Tigers ered
the loss.
is that they're still not gaining
Homers by Rick Reichardt and
on the high-flying Baltimore Orio- Bill
Voss and triples by Jim
les, who've won six of seven.
Spencer and Aurelio Rodriguez
On Monday night, Smith said,
highlighted a 13-hit attack. Calif"Baltimore can't keep up that ornia
romped over Minnesota .721 pace," He was right. On Andy
Messersmith pitched a thrTuesday night, the Orioles beat
ee-hitter to gain his second vicWashington, 5-1, to boost their tory of the
year. A three-run hompercentage to .726. Baltimore er
by Voss highlighted a threeleads the second-place Boston run sixth inning
that wrapped
Red Sox by seven games and
up the game for the Orioles.
the Tigers by 81,2.
A pair of Detroit newcomers,
lkson Tresh Brown, and a relief
pitcher who rarely starts, John
Hiller, were key players in the
Tiger sweep.
By JOE CARNICELL1
UPISperts Writer
Collects Two Hits

American League

Nothing in the world could
Mn posebly been sweeter than
_11_111111Air him after he guided
— Uleti lo their astonishing Supid or Bowl victory over the Haiti!, more Colts five months ago. In
three hours, Joe Namath became
U.S. OPEN CHAMP — Orville
almost as colossal a national
J. Moody, the long-time
hero as Charles A. Lindbergh
Army sergeant from Killeen,
had 42 years earlier. Everybody
Tex., doffs his hat to the
talked about the remarkable thing
crowd
after sinking a par
Joe Nemeth did in the Super Bowl.
putt on the 72nd hole of the
Grown men pictured themselves
U.S.. Open Golf Championas him; young girls pictured
ship at Champions Golf Club
themselves with him.
in Houston, Tex. Moody fired
Now the shoe is on the other
a one-over-par 281 to win the
a
L foot. This time the referee totaltitle by a stroke and $30,000.
ed up all the points and declared
Joe Namath the loser. Nemeth
says it's an unfair decision because he never had anything to do
with the unwholesome element
which frequented his bar and
restaurant, Bachelors III.
Namath's first impulse was
right. He bad made up his mind
to sell his place after he had
been warned to dispois of it by
Pete Roselle, the football commissioner, but then his heart got
NEW YORK UPI - Retired New
in the way again, he thought about York Jets quarterback Joe Nemall his friends and listened to eth, who insisted he will not allow
NEW YORK UPI - Tris Speaker,
them and changed his mind.
pro football Commissioner Pete Rogers Hornsby and Joe Cronin
He claims it's a matter of Roselle to run his off - the -field
have been elected to all-star
"principle" now.
activities, has agreed to confront teams in two cities in the first
Does Joe Namath mean only Roselle personally, probably sostage of the voting to determine
his principle and who cares about metime next week.
the greatest baseball players of
1 anybody else's? That's how most
all
time.
13 wars are started and the way
Namath, making his first per- The all - time all - star team,
things are going now wars may sonal contact with the club officcomposed of eight players and
be going out of style.
ials since his announced retiretwo pitchers, will be announced
The argument is advanced that ment June 6, met with Jets PresJuly 21 at a dinner in Washingsome of the football owners them- ident Phil Iselin Tuesday in an
ton, D.
of The
the game's
me's"greatRedsox
. O.
selves aren't as "clean" as Joe attempt to set up the meeting with
est player" and "greatest manNemeth. Maybe yes and maybe Roselle.
ager" also will be named in
no. It doesn't really matter. The
Namath has denied any knowceremonies
commemorating the
point is that Joe Nemeth has to ledge of alleged gambling activity
100th anniversary of organized
be cleaner and bigger than any- at his New York City nightclub,
baseball.
body else because that's what but Sunday he hired a private
Speaker was elected to the
think
you
always
said.
If
he's
A
detective to keep out undesiraBoston
outfields
fraud
the advertisement was a
bles
Cleveland
Indians.
and
Speaker,
then you're saying the samething
Rozelle's office report*d Mon- who had a .344 lifetime batting
about Joe Nemeth and you're in
average, played for the Red Sox
a worse fix than you were before. day that hiring the detective did
from
190'7 through 1915 and for
Joe didn't object to all the not change Namath's status and
the Indians from 1916 through
praise and adulation which came said Nemeth would have to meet
1926.
his way after the Super Bowl so. personally with the commissionHornsby, whose .358 lifetime
will
he
matter.
hero
on
the
super
er
of
a
kind
what
batting average ranks second on
the all-time list to Ty Cobb's
3.67, was elected the second
baseman on the all-time teams
of the St, Louis Cardinals and
Chicago Cubs.
Cronin, current American League president, was elected the
all-star shortstop of the Washington Senators and Red Sox.
He played for the Senators from
1928 through 1934 and for the
Red Sox from 1935 through 1945.
Active playeri-who were elected as their teams' greatest alltime players were Hank Aaron
Braves, Willie Mays Giants, Ernie Banks, Cubs, Brooks Robinson Orioles, Harmon Killebrew,
Twins and Jim Fregosi Angels,
Other players voted the best
on their teams were Edd Roush
Reis, Sandy Koufax Dodgers,Robin Roberts Phillies, Henus Wag.
ner, Pirates, Stan Musial Cardinals, Ted Williams Red Sox,
Luke Appling White Sox, Speaker Indians, Cobb Tigers, Walter
Johnson, Senators and Babe Ruth
Yankees.

?ORE!!—Joe Namath hits an iron off fairway during play
at Imams Village In lith Annual Harrah's Invitational golf
tourniMent last week at Stateline, Nevada. The man of the
hour mile es-bil Moot all
—UPI Photo
:410
..-.11011Fr
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Think It Over

Namath Plans To
Meet With Rozelle
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PORTS

look like if he objects to some
censure now, yes, even 11 it isn't
all his fault.
One attorney, who also has
served as a judge on the bench,
tells me Nemeth is 100 per cent
correct, according to his last
stated position.
"Legally," he adds, "not morally."
I also spoke to one of the
most prominent athletes in the
country about the Namath situation. He's a fan of Namath's,
but prefers not to be identified.
He says:
"The thing that has made Joe
Nemeth is football, and it also
supplied him with the money to
buy his bar. The game doesn't
we him anything. It's the other
way around. Joe owes football
something. He owes something
to the kids, too, because they all
look up to him. I believe he's
completely innocent but he has
to go out and prove it now. He
can't just quit and leave the whole
thing open to speculation."

Namath is a unique individual
who does some unique things. I
don't think he's that unique that
he can't see this grotesque situation in' proper perspective once
he sits down and thinks it all
over. I know he has done that but he has to do it again, and
maybe once more after that.
By himself, too. That's important. If too many others are
around Joe gets heart trouble.
One rumor floating around is
that he may leave the, country
and play all his .foottall Canada. I'll believe that thb same
time Cassius Clay has all those
title fights in Egypt.
Closer to the solution undoubtedly is the session Namath had
with Phil Iselin, the Jets' President, Tuesday. The one-hour session meeting saved the way for•
another one soon with Rozelle.
I think Namath will stay "retired" a little longer, swallow
his pride, and come tack. Only
after a rough struggle with himself. But if Joe Namath is half
the man I think he is, he'll pick
himself up, ask for the "bill"
and pay the whole tab.
He always has before. That's
why he's so big on principle.

—

CINCINNATI UPI - Veteran
pitcher Pete Ramos was recalled
by the Cincinnati Reds from their
Indianapolis farm club Tuesday
and rookie hurler Jose Pena
was sent back to Indianapolis
to make room for Ramos.

Richie Hebner and Larry Hisle,
two of the National League's most
promising young starters, continue to demonstrate why they
may be the superstars of the
future.
Hebner, a 20-year -old third
baseman who passed up a number
of inviting pro hockey offers to
sign with Pittsburgh, singled in
the decisive run in each game
as the Pirates swept the Chicago
Cubs Tuesday night, 1-0 and 4-3.
Hisle, 22, drove in four runs
with a pair of homers and a
single to give Philadelphia a 7-3
victory over New York after
the Mets had won the opener of
behind
the doubleheader, 1-0
Gary Gentry's two-hit pitching.
Elsewhere San Francisco bla-:
nked Cincinnati 4-0, Los Angeles
walloped San Diego twice,7-3 and
11-0, St. Louis downed Montreal,
2-0, and Atlanta shaded Houston,
6-5.

Tresh, picked up this week
from the Yankees, started in
the first game and collected two
hits and scored two runs as
Hiller pitched a six-hitter to
even his record at 2-2, Till
Freehan and Mickey Stanley attic,
homered as the Tigers beat Mel
Stottlemyre, now 9-6.
In the second game, Brown,
just called up from Toledo of
the International League collected two hits and scored two runs.
His first major league hit in the
fourth was a two-run homer.
World Series hero Mickey Lolich went 7 2-3 innings to boost
his record to 7-1. Don McMahon
finished up the final 11-3 innings
after the Yanks touched Lolieh
for three runs when he was
coasting with a 60 margin.
In other American League action, Cleveland beat Boston, 4-2
and California drubbed Minnesota 13-1. The Seattle at Chicago
doubleheader and the Oakland
Wins First Game
at Kansas City games were rained out.
Hebner won the first game
Mike Cuellar pitched a four- with a run-scoring single in the
hitter and Dave Johnson drove seventh inning before deciding
the second in the ninth with a
bases loaded single.
Matty Alou cloubled.in the sev.-1
enth inning of the opener and
scored on Hebner's single off
Ferguson Jenkins. The Pirates
loaded the bases in the ninth
inning of the second game on a
single, an error and an intentional walk before Hebner lined
ids single into outfield with one
out.
Juan Marichal pitched a fiveAmerican League
hitter in beating Cincinnati for
East
the ninth consecutive time and
▪
L
Pct. GS
Ron Hunt and Dick Dietz drove
45
Baltimore
17 .726 —
Boston
37
23 .617
7 '
in two runs each as the Giants
Detroit
IA
73 .906
11.3
downed the Reds. Marichal, now
Washington
31
33 .4114 15
New York
30
35 .462 1614
8-2, has not lost to the Reds
Cleveland
71
36 .36111 21,2
West
since September,,19.65..
Oak land
31 . 26 •5411
Dietz walked with the bases
Minnesota
32
27 JO —
Seattle
26
33 .44
3'
filled in the first to force in a
Chicago
-rtin. and Hunt hadatiVO-rtin double
Kansas City
25
34 .457
7Ya
20
California
37
15t
11
in the fourth. Dietz doubledhome
Results
1
Baltimore
5 Washington
Dave Marshal in the seventh.
Cleveland
4. Boston
Detroit
a, New York
C is,
6, New York
3 741
Detroit
Cklifornie
13. Minnesota
I
Oak land
at Kansas City pm toom0
seattie
at Chicago
2 games postponed
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Oak land (Nash 4-3) at Kansas CII
(Booker 4-3), night
California (McGlothlin I 51 at Minneso
to Meat 64), night
Seattle (Pattln 6-4) at Chicago (Bell
4), night
&Won (Jarv)s, 2-2) At Devaland .(J•tc%
Dowell 7-41, night
Baltimore (Hardin 7-3) ilt Washington
(Moore 5-1 Or Hannan 7-5), night
Defrost (Sperm. 41) at New York
(Burbach 3-41, night

National League
wf
OS
77 .445
47
7
11
.53ii
27
.524
33
I,
'
31
30
.42
74
13'2
33
4.21
15
43 .259 23
West
24 .607
Atlanta
37
71k
34
26 .567
Los Angeles
33
16 .559
S Francisco
)0
Cincinnati
75 .545
10
74
36 .446
Wousion
13
76
34
400
San Oier
Results
I. Chicago
0 1st
Pittsburah
3 74
Pittsburgh • 4, Chicago
0
2, Montreal
St Lout,
1, Phi(ad)phi. 0 lit
New York
3 74
Philodlphie 7. New York
Cl S Francisco
Cincinnati
6. Houston
Atlanta
3 1st
Los Angeles 7, an Diego
74
San Diego at Los Angeles
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
New York (Koosman 341 at Ptilladelphia (Wise 6-5. night
Chicago (Nollfman 10-1) at Pittsburgh
(Eilis 3-3), right
Montreal (Wegener 7.31 at St Louis
(Giust) 3-4). night
Houston (Griffin 3-31 at Atlanta (Stan.
6-0), night
San Diego (Padres 555 at Lon Angeles
(Sutton I'S), night
'
CincinnON (Merr)tt '63) at San Francis
CO (P4610 541.
Chicago
New York
Pittsburgh
St Louis
Philadelphia
Montreal

PAIR OF JACKS WIN AT LE MANS--A Ford GT-40 driven by Jackie Ickx of Belgium and,
Jackie Oliver of Britain flashes across the finish line just ahead of a GerMan Porsche to
win the 24-hour Le Mans. France, auto race. Another Ford GT-40 finished in third place.

I ROUND

save

WIENERS
STEAK
990 53
I LB. PKG.

LB

FIELD'S
MATCHLESS

STAR-KIST

„LUNCH
BACON , MEATS TUNA
.59C 3/890 4/9%,
CORN CHARCOA MIRACLE
WHIP
FLAKES
990
490
BAR-B-0
SAUCE PEAS COFFEE
318/iii 1A 10 2/290
6Y OZ

All 35c STEW

KELLOGG'S

KRAFT

20 LB

Bag

OT. JAR

12 CZ. BOX

290

MAXWELL HOUSE

KRAFT

LITTLE NAP

INSTANT

4.

10 OZ. JAR

303 CAN

DEL MONTE

20 OZ. BOTTLE

Dodgers Take Doubleheader
The Dodgers parlayed a sevenrun seventh inning in the opener
with a six-run outburst in the
fourth inning of the nightcap to
rip the Padres twice. Andy
Kosco's two-run homer:his 12th
of the soluNM; -highlighted the
seven-run inning in the opener
and Willie Crawford's three-run
shot capped the second game
rally.
Alan Foster, who lost his firSt
four decisions this season, pitch--ed his second consecutive shutout.
in the second game.
Curt Flood drove in two runs
with a seventh-inning double and
Steve Carlton and Joe Hoerner
combined on a five-hitter to
pace the Cardinals over the Expos. Flood, benched for Vic Danlille at the start of the game,
scored Carlton, on with a fielder's choice, and Lou Brock, who
singled,
Hank Aaron led off the ninth
inning with his 18th homer of
the season and 528th of his career
to boost the Braves over the Astros. Aaron's homer came off
Jack Billingham, the last of five
Houston pitchers.
Mike Lum's two -run single
highlighted by a five-run seventhinning rally that gave the Braves
a 5-4 lead. Gary Geiger singled
in the 'tying run in the eighth
for Houston.

FIELD'S

U. S. CH°IL

290

ALL BRANDS

GERBER

BABY_
FOOD
70

8 OZ. CAN

JAR

ICEBERG

FRESH

CANTA— LETTUCE GRAPE
LOUPES
FRUIT
3/$1.00 190
Large Head

5L
B Ag 490

Open 24 Hours Daily - Closed.Sundays
We Sell Travellers Express Money Orders
We reserve the right to limit quantities
Prices

in

good thru ** Tuesday
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Wilkinson-Howe Engagement

SOCIAL CAL111111
7
N

Wednesday, Juan IS
The Wadeshoro litimemakers
Club will asset at the Holiday
Inn at tau Lot•

The Ms Orme Botta ONeWeeasses Veaskinary Seelaty
rill have a adisiss abate at
CM 4 the church at 721/ p. to.
al •
•••
N
N.
J
J.
awing'
The
)7
,
al to,asf the United DellSkidol d tin
rt
federacy will meet at num
the home of Mrs. Heim
703 Main Meek with
Scott, Mary Frisk
G. B Scott, and Coleman
,McKeel as hostesses.
a'
•••
The Pottertowa r------".,
'Club will meet at the Holiday
ir
Inn at tea a.m. A special files
r
on birds will be &owe
•••
ii
The Hannah Circle ei the
:.1FSCS of the First United Me..:Abodist Church will have a fem,
hi
y picnic at Kentish. State

te
m,
',.Z

of

• ••
pis lb
The ladies day Mechem woe
L.
served at the Oaks Ceilltda7
ex ••,'
with Betty Diridniebeta
C: •
•
d'od Illy Mama as ebehlese
Ir.1 - al She boubseses essideeed
:Marilyn Adidas, Meths Jesse.
:Nancy Willie Beverly Spins,
:ZEleanor D'Aagelo, Carol Creech.
2.3isnice Stubblefield. Nell Tao:diett, Donnie Foust, liergeret
"Taylor, and Jean West.
•• •
s:,
°vt en hmcheon at $IM
hi
person will be held at the
County Country Club
•
sesviag hem 12 nom te
like pm. For reeereatiess call
Belote, Bill Hine Doe
, or Ace McReynolds.
• ••
r*
Thereley, dime MI
- -; The Business and Profession
• 11. Women's Club will have its
jocular dinner meeting at the
t-I Agomases• Club House at 6:30
nt. Willard Ails will be the
'idles* speaker.
•••
w
The Calloway County High
L
Ci
School Band Boosters Club will
*me a potluck supper at the
at 7:30 pm Each bus.
U
is to bring their own Overand plates. The dub tippefl
to Mb invites all new members
ddlel families of those just pa- ;bating from the eighth grade
A lied entering the high wheel
bead this fall.
r
• ••
Men's Stag Night will be held
„at the Calloway Comity CassClub at 6:30 pin. with CharSexton, Ed West, James R.
*Written, and Dr. C. C. Lowry
.gs hosts.
•••
-. Temple Will Chapter 511 Or.
Am of the Eastern Star will
abet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
4

flume 753-1917 or 7113-41317

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Voiwa#4, at/d
MIME

, iDeon.-A411,

July Wedding Planned

He's too old for
hide and seek!

Mr. and Mrs.Danny Washburn,
Green Acres Trailer Court, are
the parents of a son, Billy Dan,
born on Saturday, June 14,at 7:29
km. at the Murray - Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed
by the Claude Vaughn Plumbing
Company.
Grancgarents are Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Washburn of Dexter
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Sears of Murray Route
One,
Great graadparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Tapp of Louisvillevtne
Murray.rs. Dan Washburn,

td.

By Abigail Van loran
DEAR ABBY: I am a SO-year-old widow who reale*
met a very charming and attractive Seyear-eld widower.
is delightful company and we teeny hit it off tagetbsr intry
well, but there is one drawback. Be has two married
daughters (whom I have never met) who want to ma be Ma.
They are so afraid that someone is going te -take Math's
place" they can't stand it. She died three years age
When this man takes me we we have to p plans whims
he ammo
his daughters will not find out about it. Ales
ear perked
to my benne be takes a taxi so ao me will
in front of my home.
liseis ma Ms
Haw can I coevince him that be
? Or de yen
and mit worrying about what his
the& I Meed theist on meeting his desighters and try to
IN DOUBT
make them hie roe?

4.

•

Twin girls were born to Mr.
and Mrs. Rueeell Morey, 1606
College Farm Road, Murray, on
Saturday, hoe 14. The new father
MISS JANKE DEMI WILKERSON
is a senior at Murray State Univ(Pbsto by Love)
ersity.
DEAR IN: If you can meet his desighters and maks Sem
Heather Michele, weighing five
'Ilke" yea. It wadi be I. Dot • pews MOM 11111 hi
Murray,
Street,
Woe
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Wilkerson of 1203
pounds eleven ounces, was born
-Wier bus. hi daughters hi the inamer yea describe hi
nommee the engagement and ar.proaching marriage of their at 4:13 p.m. and Stephanie Anne,
him
a 1st et growiag op to di. I eartahdy wouldn't Whe
dbaghter, Janice Done, to Edgar L. Howe, Jr., son of Mr. and weighing six pounds 7/
1
2ounces,
meek Mager.
Mrs. Edgar L. Howe, Sr., Park Lane, Murray.
was born at 4:19 p.m.on Saturday,
Miss Wilkerson is a graduate of Murray High School and is c
J ue
outty
14,Hosp
at the urray-C-alloway
now attending Murray State University where she Is majoring
DEAR ABBY: Why should the see have all the ha?
In
elementary
education.
their
PLAYBOY
magasime
awl
They seem to enjoy
Grantgarents are Mr. and Mrs.
The groom-elect is a 1963 graduate of Murray High School Horace Morey of South Bayton,
PLAYBOY CLUBS so much. How 'bout women getting tba
and a 1967 graduate of Murray Stale University. He is now em- N. Y. and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
same break?
ployed by Ernst & Ernst- Accounting firm of Ropkinsville.
There are a iot of guys- with boamtgol beam who
ssaN
H.
en.:.
icierTso:
xias of
Creek,
ite
mrs.PRAKKIS
James JOYCE EBY
MISS
The wedding will take place on Sunday, August 31, at two.
wouldn't mind being photographed for the pleasure it wanes
(Photo by lewd
thirty o'clock in the afternoon at the First BatitLst Church. All Mrs. Margaret Eldred of Odewho can appreciate them.
to attend.
and
friends
are
invited
relatives
and Mrs.
I think a PLAYGIRL dub would de a greet Mime
Co. announce
Key of
Henderson of Cherry Creek, N.Y. the engagement and apprZing.
Muroe
rl
tyadr
After all there are more girls than ince mew& and why
gmtdiagh.
Frank;11
e
the
great
grandmothers.
Mr..,
te
—
shosikket they be able to go to a eh* and have parl-losichos,
num Forsythe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Forsythe of
and Mrs. George Abbey of Cherry.
'
.
'
7
oall.built men waiting on them? It's an idea, Abby. What do
Creek, N. Y., are the great Eddyville.
PLAYGIRL
you think of it?
The bride-elect will be a senior at Calloway County High School.
great grandparents.
Mr. Forsythe is a senior at Murray State University.
—
DEAR PLAYGIRL: Net meek. is the first pines there
yak July wedding is being planned.
are plenty at suede men megaliths. armed it. gel weals is
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Everett Lee Waller, L.eAune Waller and Mr. and Mrs, Jimmy Fain,909
North
18th
Street,
announce
thee
get her jellies bookies at paper dells. Bet whet man to his
Humphrey announce the marria- Mrs. A. L. Cummins, all of
birth of a son, Jimmy Mitchell, ley Florist on North 4th Street.
tight Mled Is geese in take a girt to•PLAYGIRL dish so Ms
ge of his daughter, Miss Nancy Jeffersonville, Ind.; Mrs. Owen
weighing nine pounds, born on They are the parents of a daugh- Ryan Milk Company.
Leah Humphrey, to Clinton Davis Robertson, Princeton, Mrs. Thr>
am egle geni-isoltieg KEN?
Grancgarests are Rev. and I
Sunday,
June 15, at 11:46 a.m. ter, Elizabeth Ann, who will be
Gray.
-mu A. Turner, Mrs. James H. at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. L. R. Whiteneck and Mr.
CountY
three years old on June 22. and Mrs. Dan Otis, all of PhoeMrs. Gray is the daughter of Shelton, Sr., and Miss Ann GilDEAR ABBY: Your article on marquees was goad, hut
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James Fain of
the late Mrs. Isetta Bennett Hum- ffin, Murray.
I'll bet the subject of diet kw pep) pills will being Is jolt ss
The new father operates Shir- Lynn Grove and Mr. and Mrs. nix, Arizona. Mrs. Otis of St.
phrey.
Mr.
Gray
is
the
son
of
Louis, Mo., is a great grandmuch, if ast more comment_
Edgar Shirley of Murray are the mother.
Mrs. R. C. Gray and the late
I started taking diet pills Edszadrinel when I was UK ft
grandpar eats.
Mr . Gray of Eddyville.
also helped to keep me awake, which I found Imiptal as I
The wedding took place on
warted two jobs. Now, 10 years later, I am Mil Vies
Tuesday, June 10, at eleven o'Great grandparents are Mr. ‘1111111MMEMIIMEEMMEIMINIEFI%
them--anly I am taking five times m much a11 Whim
clock in the morning in the sanand Mrs. Elmo Fain and Mrs.
I Warted.
ctuary of the Buechel united The wedding of Miss Pamela Duncan with Mrs. Harold Bynum,.Burie Miller of Lynn Grove and
I am a married woman with three children and a geed
Methodist Church in Louisville. Duncan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Orr, Mrs. Albert Mrs. Dora McClellan of Redbehead who knows nothing of my drug dependence—mid
Rev. Donnie Crenshaw perfor- Mrs. L,." B. Duncan of Dexter Wilson, and Mrs. James Rose lands, California.
med the cbuble ring ceremony Route One, to Larry Cherry, as hostesses.
that is exactly what itis.
in the presence of the immediate son of Mr. and Mrs.H. L. Cherry
I've never had a problem gene( the pills. I Niel gat
For the occasion the bride,
families and close friends of the of Murray Route Three, was wore a yellow stripe knit dress A son, William Burks, Jr.,
them illegally. Many at my friends take them, too, it we
and Mrs. WillYou'll find a
couple. The altar held a renter solemnised on Sunday, June
with a hostesses' gift corsage was born to Mr.
bay or borrow them from each ether. We get them from ew
Street,
South
10th
Burks,
101
iam
arrangement
of
white
chrysantheRev, Otis Jones performed the of yellow carnations.
doctors on prescriptim
friend where you
Friday, Juno 20
mums. Cathedral candles burned impressive dotaile ring ceremo',...;
The honoree opened her many Murray, on Sunday June 15, at
I don't know whore this is going to end. I smoke two to
8:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Id-Stag Night will be held it the
either
side.
on
placed
on
a
gifts
which
had
been
o'clock
in
the
ny
at
two-thirty
three packs it cigarets a day and drink coffee Ike it was
"•.:
see this sign.
The bride was es,gg0,ed by her afternoon at the home of the table covered with a white linen County Hospital. The baby weighN.
going out of style. My patience is short and I deal really
ounces,
pounds
two
ed
seven
father who gave her in marriage, bride's parents.
cloth.
have the energy I once had.
goks Country Club at seven p.
Mr Burks is employed at the
She wore a sleeveless street- The bride was dressed lovely
Refreshments of yellow punch,
For
in steak dinner reservations
Let me offer one piece of advice to anyone who is abate
length dress of.white lace featur- for her wedding a light blue tuck- white cakes decorated with yell- ,
Witter Jams 711114111114aa
to take he first "pep" pill. DON'T. If you're overweight.
ing an empire waistline and cowl ed shift dress with long puff ow rosebuds, nuts, and mints Kashmw au
"
715481111. or Dun Groom
Up
DIET, hut don't take pills for it. If you're tired, cat nap,
collar. Her elbow length veil of sleeves with wide tucked cuffs were served from the table over1395.
but don't take a pill to pep you up. These pills make you
silk illusion was attached to a with tiny self covered buttons, laid with a white linen cloth
J,1 NINW, Kashmir (UPI) •••
crescent shaped headpiece of She had light blue accessories centered with an arrangement \lore than 3,800 tourists, insmoke, drink, and Ink too much. I never realised it, but
matching lace and pearls. Her and her only jewelry was a dia- of yellow daisies and snapdra- cluding 887 foreigners. visited
I task more than I could handle when I teak my first one.
The New Hops
colonial bouquet was centered mond pendant, gift of the groom. gons flanked by candles in silver Ka.shmir Valley during the first
Don't use my name or city if you priat this, awl sips am
will meet at the Pins
with white sweetheart roses- Her corsage was of white carnat- holders. The appointments were three months of 19t,4. com"B00111:11r
State Park it SAS pa.
by white Marguerite ions.
surrounded
pared with 2,407 in the corin crystal and silver.
•••
DEAR "BOOKED": ThaiMi yea fw writing. Yee may
daisies and babies breath with
Approximately seventy - Live responding period last year.
Mrs. Harold D. Bynum was
have performed • tremendous service kr • 1st if papla ,white ribbon streamers.
* *
We bride's only attendant. Sti persons were present or sent.
Sender, June 22
For more information
Mrs. Benjamin C. Humphrey wore a light pink dotted Swiss
you'll never meet.
EVIDENCE
WITH
C
-AUGHT
Pre
Business
and
Murray
Me
was her sister-in-law's matron of dress trimmed in white and her
LONG BEACH, Calif. UPI Everybody has a problem. What's years? Per • penned boor. She wore a pink linen drefairional Women's Club will
call
corsage was of white carnations.
The first moonshining suspect
here breakfast at the Holiday
reply write to Abiry, Box Mee, Las Aeries, Cal. NM and u trimmed in matching lace and
served as best
Jimmy
Cherry
to
face
trial
hee
since Repeal
/an at 8:30 am. honoring the
emelese a stamped. mell-eiMremel anirelspe.
a demi-veil of pink silk illusion. man for Mr. Cherry.
FAMINE RELIEF SYMBOL
pleaded guilty Monday to operatPhone_ 153-2373
agate president, Mrs. Latissa
Her colonial bouquet was made of
mother
wore
a
The
bride's
ing an illicit still.
Kees to write letters? Seed al I. Abby, les WIN. Us pink rosebuds, pink daisies and
fleenilton. Call Mrs. Ames Ebel.
navy blue dress trimmed in blue
Charles H. Brown, 26, admitAsiskse, Cs/ Nell, kw Abby's boil* Moo to Woes Law ribbon streamers.
Nu or Mrs. Vance lot reserve.
and white accessories. The gro- LONDON UPI - Twiggy, the ted making illegal booze after
ihr A/I Ommaisos.”
toes by June 16.
Lee Waller served his cousin om's mother was attired in a model with the 32,23-32 figure,
•••
the judge denied a motion to
as best man.
light green knit dress with black has been chosen as the pin-up exclude evidence consisting of
Refreshments were served by
Mrs, A. B. Harper, organist, accessories,
girl for Oxford Famine Relleds his still and nine
drums of whisOpen home will be held. at
the hostess.
presented a program of nuptial
fund-raising week.
key.
the old Calloway County Conn
The next regular meeting will music preceding the ceremony,
Reception
House on Chestnut Street from
be held an September 12.
Mrs. Gray is a graduate of
two to five p. se
Caldwell County High School and
Following the wedding a re•••
Murray State University. Her cedfloii was held at the home of
Ten members and one visitor
sorority is Alpha Gamma Delta. the bride's parents.
answered the roll call by naming
She is employed as a medical
their tavorite magazine at the
The bride's table was covered
technologist at Norton Memorial with white linen cloth and was
meeting of the North Murray
Nouthside Manor Shopping Center
in Louisville.
Homemakers Club held ma FriMurray, Kentucky 42071
cantered with an arraiwomot
itinray Is a graduate of of yellow daisies and 11111110ree
day, June 13 at onedhirfd Wad&
Lyon County High School and he gem Crystal and silver appointin the afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Earl Lee was in cuarge attended Murray State Univer- ments were used.
Mrs. Rema Cole.
the program on "Churches sity. He is employed by General
The lesson on "Health SerMrs. Harold Bynum and Mrs.
.„Tbe Bessie Tucker Circle and vices" was presented by Mrs. Ministering In Their Commun- Electric in Louisville.
3lynn Simpson presided at the
Wornthe
of
Circle
Waters
WoAgee
They will reside at 2919 BrinkRobert Boitnott, assisted by Mrs. ity" at the meeting of the
bowl and served the three
eat's Society of Christian Service Bernice Boyd. They said the one man's Missionary Society of the ey Way in Louisville following punch
tiered wedding cake.
for
of the First United Methodist overall objective of the health Elm Grove Baptist Church held their wedding trip to the Great
After the reception the couple
Church met at Holiday Inn bi- department VAS to make the cow> on Thursday, June 12, at two Smoky Mountains.
left for a wedding trip to Lookout
breakfast Tuesday, June 10, at ty and state a healthier and happi- o'clock in the afternoon at the
Mountain at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
morning.
8:45 o'clock in the
Reception
er place in which to work and church.
with the bride wearing a yellow
live. The leaders discussed die
stripe knit dress with yellow accThe meeting was opened with
A wedding buffet followed the
Magnolia blossoms in a silver areas where research work is the group singing "Rescue the
essories and a corsage of white
bowl were used as the center being rime.
Pershing" folloated by the call ceremony at the church. The carnations.
bridal
table
was
Mrs.
John
Workman,
president,
overlaid
with
piece and places were set tor
Mr. and Mrs. Cherry will resito prayer from Psalms 51:I43
a 'date net cloth. An arrangement de at Panora& Shores after July
thirty-two members and guests. presided and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman by Mrs. Charles Burkeen.
of Marguerite daisies centered 1.
Mrs. John T. lrvan, chairman gave the devotion reading from
of the Bessie Tucker Circle, Psalms 33:1 and closing with
Others taking part in the pro- the table with burning white tap. The bride is a graduate of
presided and presented Mrs. prayer.
gram were Mrs. Bessie COUP; ers on either side. The three. Calloway County High School and
William Moffett, vice-president The family life chairman,Mrs. Mrs. George Cossey, Mrs. The. tiered wedding cake was circled is employed at the Kenlake Hotel.
of the Alice Waters Circle, who Charlie Crawford, read an art- Rule Parker, and Maude Halo. with smilax and daisies. Silver Mr. Cherry isagraduateofTrigg
icle on "Faith In Yourself" and Mrs. T. G. Shelton led laprayer. 119900
gave the invocation.
County High School and Murray
appointments completed the tab- State University and is employed
closed ee saying that your faith
It.
Mrs.
The
breast,
Following
president, Mrs. Burkeen, le.
show".
by the Murray Division of the
van introduced Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Bernice Boyd gave the presided. Mrs. Hilda Matspin, Mrs. Thomas A. Turner, Mur- Tappan Company.
Jack Wilcox vitio gave an Interest- Landscape notes and Mrs. Carl secretary, read the minutes, and ray, poured and Mrs. James H.
ing narration along with slides Kingins who has been away sever- Mrs. Harry Shekell gave the Shelton, Sr., Murray, served the
Bridal Shower
treasurer's report.
wedding cake.
of their tour of the Holy Land. al months was a visitor.
Mrs.
Mrs. Alvin Futrell lid the Out of town guests included
The guest list included
The recreational leader was
I
A bridal Omar was give in
Sam Dodson, Jr., Mrs. Goldiet absent and the members envied closing prayer. Mrs. Alfredled Mrs. R.C. Gray, Mr, and Mrs. honor of the bride on Friday,June
and
Brittian
— ALL BALES ARE FINAL`.....
and
William
Mrs.
Terry
Mrs.
lovely
handiwork
rompton,
of
Walton
Betty
and
Curd
Hill 6 at the home of Mrs L. B.
viewing we
Fulkersou were
•
Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox.
compiou, 1111_1* Edayvilia.
Mrs. Cole that was on display. also present.
.9"
4111111110104.
*--"r.....0,61istsuouname— ..d16.116100•11Mtblimadallid160141"."6""
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WEDNESDAY — JUNE lir 1960

-.. MURftAn. 11.1314TUCILY

1.

rther

Miss Nancy Leah Humphrey Married To
Clinton Davis Gray In Church Ceremony

rePerk

1WIL

Miss Pamela Duncan Becomes Bride Of
Larry Cherry In Lovely Home Ceremony

New in Town?

• ••

t

etas

Linda Adams

North Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Remo Cole

Breakfast Is Held
*Two Circles
Aft Holiday Inn

‘Nummumaiumgme

Mrs. Earl Lee Is
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting

TN!!Mt 111!!

SUMMER "$100" SALE!!

Buy A Pair at Regular Price and Get a Pair of Equal
Value or less
a $1.00!!
On Sale Shoes Are Displayed On Shelves)

$5.00 TABLE
$2.00 TABLE
Small Heels in
Canvas
Villager & Cover Girl
Sandals,
also 4B Samples
Flats
Group of DRESS SHOES and FLATS, including
Villagers, DeLisos, Mannequin
1/3 Off
ALL SUMMER BAGS
1/3 Off
BEAUTY MIST HOSE,Mesh & Reg. Knit
50*
SALE BEGINS THURSDAY,JUNE 19,at 94180.111.

•

PI

•

*t.

•

•A.
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1917 or 7111-419117

GRAND
OPENING

rd

WATCH FOR OUR GIGANTIC GRAND OPENING
VE WE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

BEE-Al SHOPPING CENTER

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Storey
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Storey have purchas-

Ready To Go

BAR.B.Q

ed Cooper-Martin and the store will now be

WE NEVER CLOSE

known as "Storey's Food Giant".
We are pleased to be your independently
owned grocery store.

NEVI STORE HOURS

We invite the former customers of Cooper-

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONYENIENr1
FREE MULE GUM AND CANDY
FOR THE CHILDREN.

iloto by Lon)

U .S. D.A. Inspected Whole

y Route OM AJMOMCO1
betr dsaghter,Frsakie
rs. Wfllie Forsythe of

FRYERS

6y County High School.
tversity.

Limit 3 - With Additional Purchase
Thighs Lb. 49c
Legs Lb. 55c
Breasts Lb. 59c
Wings Lb. 29c

Company.
-eats are Rev. and
t, Whiteneck and Mr.
Dan Otis, all of Photon. Mrs. Otis of St.
is a great grand-

Lb.

111191191111111•1111111INN

ac

FRYERS

Into?

Lb.

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

Martin, our newly made friends, and the people
of Murray and Calloway County to call on us.
"WE GUARANTEE TOP BRANDS, LOW
PRICES AND CONVENIENT SHOPPING"

Save Your Giant Cash Register Taws And Receive 1% Cash Refund
For Ywr Favorite Church Club Or Charity.

AgEtt ROAST
PORK CHOPS
Oat* CHOPS
SWISS STEAK
COUNTRY
STEM
FRY
Blade
ROAST
Cen
CHUCK ROAST
BRADNSCHWEIGER
Johnson
BOLOGNA
BUNS
DRESSING
OLEO
eness
io WHIP TOPPING •
RADISHES
PEPPERS
ONIONS

Lb.

Boneless

)u'll find a
d where you
this sign.

Lb. 51)0

John on All Meat

Northern Assorted Colors

re information

TOWELS

call

da Adams

1534371

3 Rolls $1.00
Hostess

(By The Piece)Lb.

(By The_ Piece) Lb.

Hyde Park

amosomm0
All Flavors

8 Ct. Kg

650
870
880
880

Each

680
390
3!I
19

•

U.S.D.A. Choice

Fine For Bar-B-4Q

59'

Lb.

Pride Of III.

White
Cream Style

CORN

5

17 Oz.
Cans $1.00

DRINK

Lb.

Lb

Beef
Pork
Ham

STEAK

1/4 Loin

Lb.

590
5/$1.00
Lb

FREE BUBBLE GUM AND CANDY
FOR THE CHILDREN .

Lb. 880

Lb.

Lb.980

All Reg. Size Coke, Pepsi
Dr. Pepper, Etc.
Limit 3 With
Additional Purchase

Bottle Ctn
ith Bottle

Fab Reb. Size

AMON POWDERS

0

Whip

1/2 Gal.

MSACAB
Country Style

XV.

)f Equal

80z. Pattie 80

yes)

"ABLE
feels in
Cover Girl
Samples

5, including
1/3 Off
-4_ 1/3 Off
50*
9:00 a.m.
0
0me$1101•0 SO*a

440._

I
4'

Golden Ripe

BANANAS
Lb.1

0

1 t

a2

Tifil
ender

Q t 39
50
5
5

Bunch

Each

Bunch

Pillsbury

BISCUITS

80z. Cans

6/49C

No. I Red

POTATOES
10 Lb. Bog

•

di*
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Wall Street
Clatter

A
7

SHE'S THE 100.1400) set_ste.stelNeeig--Trudy Lee Pederson,
18. recent graduate of Red Land High School. is shown in

different phases as she wins the "Miss Pennsylvania 1969"
competition in Hershey. She is a vocalist and is from Etters
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Watch It, Hollywood!

Making Monkey Out of Our Correspondent!

NEW YORK en — There can
I,ARMY ARCHER!)
et #4 fr..) Press Associetion
be little doubt that the markCorrrspoistfret
et is on the defensive and that
HOLLYWOOD -They've done
It probably will take a signficant nOV/11 development to turn it again—made a monkey out
of me once more.
the list back to the-'upside for
Since I had played a role in
any meaningful length of time, the
original "Planet of the
says E. F. Hutton & co.
Apes" and donned the monkey
Nevertheless, the firms says, suit for the role. Producer Arthur Jacobs and 20th century.
a technical rebound meets close Fox found it only fitting that
at hand. The "domestic mone- I suit up again in the sequel,
tary air has been at least tem- "Beneath the Planet of the
porarily cleared by the prime Apes."
rate increase and breoth figNo, I don't think anyone beures indicate the market is lievei my walkon was responoversold."
sible for the tremendous sue-

of the boxoffice bonanza,
but in show business who can
port programs would be contin- by one of its members,
Aggressive investment is bas- take a chance--if it worked
Walter
once, maybe, they must have
ued until the easement program E. Chryst, an economist
at the ically oriented toward compan- figured, it could work again.
was big enough to keep free- University of Mississippi.
ies likely to benefit from ma
And so here I was again
market prices at current levels;
Other members of the comm- jor expansion of housing. edu- way out in the Malibu mounthen the price supports would ittee, though not identified in
cation
and
other
areas
of the tains on the 20th Century-Fox
Its
be discontinued.
report, were: Earl 0. Head, wid- civilian economy somewhat neg- ranch set working in "Beneath
-Land covered by easements ely known farm economists
from lected during the Vietnam cow the Planet Of the Apes." The
Easements Praised
could be kept out of all pro- the Iowa State University's
Cen- Met, notes Vanden Broeck, Bie- location has also gained some
duction except for forestry. Or, ter for Agricultural and
ber & Co.
notoriety since last I visited -Econom"Enough has already been under one variation of the plan ic
part of the property now inDevelopment; Roscoe G. Hayspent for the nation to have favored by its sponsors,farmers nie, former
Diamond, Turk & Co. believes cludes land owned by Gov. Ronpresident of WiLson
ald Reagan who sold it to the
bought its way out of this prob- could be allowed to produce beef & Co.,
and a member of the a technical rally from current studio.
By BERNARD BRENNER
lem several times over. The on half the easement acreage. Natiooal
Advisory Commission levels is likely over the short
UPI Farm Editor
• • •
easement technique may be the
n Food and Fiber during the term. This will provide some
THIS time, I figured I must
way to finally dispose of the
-Operations could be modified Johnson administration; and Leo- opportunities for quick traders, have "arrived" in Hollywood as
WASHINGTON UPI - A new
problem and move onto more to limit the amount of land cov- rd
Haverkamp, an executive of the firm says, but the longer- a full-fledged "star"---they gave
plan for government purchase
pressing social and economic ered in any county or state, Wilson & Co.
term investor "would be well me the dressing room trailer
of crop production rights on marArmy Archord, in op* costume, Interviews director Tod Post,
issues," the report said.
advised to turn his attention to clearly marked with Charlton
although this would increase the
ginal farms could end the nation's
If operated on a big enough cost of the program.
the bond market where yields Heston's name. (Later, I found and mouth would not show him near-naked most of the
farm support headaches perman. scale,
the report said, the plan
of 8 per cent in quality ji
t he wasn't working that through my otherwise human time. Last film, "Marooned,"
ently, the plan's sponsors claim. "could be the terminal program
WASHINGTON UPI - President are available.
had him again as an astronaut
day). Believe me, one could get skin.
Cost Estimated
The lOogrange adjustment plan for agriculture" in a transition
Nixon says his two days of talks
accustomed to the life of a star,
On the set, director Ted Post - but, fully-uniformed in space).
Is now under study by adminis- to a market
• • •
with Colombian President Charworking in the heat of the San told me I was to be in a scene
economy.
The cost of the easement plan
There is-• summer rally In Fernando
tration officials who favor many
les Lleras Restrepo "marked
Valley. Heston's trail- practicing bayonet thrusts into
Under the easement plan:
I
TALKED
to Chuck Heston
might
be
about
the
$16
billion
making, says Scheinman er boasted air conditioning,
over a major step forward
of its basic principles. The pro- -Farmers in marginal areas
in the
a straw dummy representing a about it," Jim smiled. "And
was outlined in ,a report- would be invited to sell the gov- its first 10 years, sponsors es- development of U. S. policies Timing Forecabs, and it may piped-in music and all the com- captured U.S. astronaut. I al-. he told
me when he read the
circulating here - that re- ernment an easement covering timated, or about $18,billion less In Latin America." Llertis de- be able to take the market up (orts- of a home bathroom on ready didn't. Ilk, ray role and -first .tilm—and Fra - glad .he's
to
than
all-time
estimated
Men-Such
costs
of
coutinwheels:a
rally
purchase of 20-year rights to produce major crops
when the prop man gave me also in this °tie he asked himscribed the Sessions as "very the firm
uing present programs. After a fruitful
says, could be the last
The crew of -Apes" was glad a heavyweighted gun, complete self only one
idreppieg "easements" on 353,- on their farms for 20
question about
and complete" and pre- chance
years. decade, the easements
to
see
to get out befori a deep
me - they, too, must have with bayonet. I knew I didn't
would be
farms including The landowners, or any later
any role, 'Have you got somedicted they would leaci to "a and precipitious
decline bakes been as superstitious as the like it -bet this was show biz. thing to play"" The answer
Om an 73.5 million acres. owners of the farms during the paid off and would cost tax- new era of hemispherie coopbosses, figured my appearance
place.
• • •
payers nothing. Current proWas obviously a resounding
Comparing this program with easement period,
eration."
could not grow grams - if extended
meant another hit film—and
- would cona possible extension of recent
VETERAN
*.stuntrriari Chuck YES!
more employment for them.
any of the specified crops with- tinue to draw
about $3.4 billion
How will this sequel differ
farm support programs, spow out government
Wardrobeman Carl Garrison .Roberson shbvied me how to use
permission.
a year from the treasury.
sors of the plan said it could
greeted me, "Got your suit the bayonet and to give it from the original' Director
- A farmer selling an ease. Income estimates in the resave the government $20 billion ment
waiting for you," and cleft-toe plenty of umphhhh. The 6-foot, Post, who had handled most of
would be aid over a 10- port
included forecasts that farm
over 10 years while still pushing
boots, purple pants, jumper, four-inch Roberson has worked the "Peyton Place" shows, pointyear period, with a large part income
ed to a note he had written on
by 1975 would be $17.6
heavy leather coat, bullet belt with the biggest of 'em
191 net farm income to 10 per
of the rice aid during the first billion
and fur neckpiece (to cover John Wayne, the late Clark the first page of his script. "This
if present programs are
cent above 1967 levels. At the few
years.
the space under the gorilla face Gable and Gary Cooper, etc., so should explain it all," he said.
extended, and about $16.1 billion
same time, production controls
I figured he knew what he was
-Easements would be bought If
It read: "This story should inI
was soon to receive).
the far cheaper easement plan
would be dropped from nearly
doing.
first in areas of lowest farm is adopted.
tensify the predicament that
Makeupman
Te
r
r
y
Mlles
Both figures represall farm crops and direct payDirector Post called for "ac- challenges men's survival on
productivity, then in the next
checked my face for size, proent increases over the $4.6 billments would be eventually dimduced one of the incredibly ace- tion" and I went into mine as the development of a new spelowest arms, until sufficient land ion income
level of 1967 and the
inated for wheat, feed grains
curate gorilla faces, pliable yet cameras rolled and a wagon Cies.had been tied up to leave pro- r14.9
billion predicted for 1969.
and cotton.
sturdy, complete with teeth, and rolled by with captured Jim
So far, the studio hasn't quite
ductice on remaining farms in
The report was shaped by an
Current term programs have balance
Franciscus and Linda Harrison. figured out how to work out
cornbable hair.
with demand at about"Ad Hoc Committee
• • •
When you see the scene. I'm the the finale on an uplifting note.
for a Better
already swallowed about $75 billresent price levels.
Agricultural Policy" and edited
ion in federal costs without solv"CAN you see OK ?" he asked. first gorilla on the right.
'But before 65 million is spent
-Major government price sup"BrestAtlae?" We answered in the
EArecM)-,-Post called "cut." on the film, they'll do it. We
I
at r :f.Mr..tee in both cases, and
.oblgeMtlated s *A Ion my hope.
he remodtscl the appliance and performance. It, must have been
And so I changed uniforms,
started to paint my face with good I bent my bayonet.
washed my face and returned
a black compound so that light
I asked Jim Franciscus how- to the species I know best --a
spaces around the eyes, nostrils cum he took the role which had newspaperman
ce3s

On The
Farm
I Front

'Ye

Ing the farm surplus and income
problem, the report said. If the
programs are continued, another
835 billion may be spent during
the next 10 years - "and the problem would still remain."

coo imirginal

4111(

TAKING FRANCE INTO A NEW ERA OF GAULLISM Elected
president of France, G-orges Pompidou. 57-year-old former

schoolteacher, waves from a balcony in Paris. Observers believe France now will head into a new. seven-year era of
Gaullism, but with better relations with the United States.

of two business run agencies The National Alliance of Businessmen and Plans for ProWASHINGTON UPI - President gress - to provide a united effort
Nixon has announced the merger to find jobs and improve working
ANNOUNCES MERGER

conditions for minority groups.
Donald Kendall, presidentof Pepsico Inc., will head the combined
effort.

$O CRUSHED TO DEATH its RESTAURANT—A state of mourning was declared after the roof

of a restaurant in a model village in Spain collapsed, crushing 50 persons to
death and
injuring 120 others, many of them critically. Nearly 300 persons were eating a
late lunch
at a fiesta to celebrate the opening of a new convention hall restaurant
in the village
of Los Angeles de San Rafael 50 miles northwest of Madrid. when the
tragedy occurred.
Rescue workers are shown combing through the debris.
(Rediophofo)
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It takes this many men to inspect this many Volkswagens.
-J
There are
s:r .5.9 things !hat ctund
tveeen you and-oln...., .- orogen.
Pries r1033.111
And-1,104 inSp0sOtors
The money is your problem.
'
The number of inspectors it IOCIIS to okay every
VW that leaves the Volksimagen factory is ours.
You see, once o mon tiecomes o Full Inspector

•••

or our factory land he'N spend three years doing
becomes a different man..
He then has the power to overrule ony and all
decisions thot relate to the manufacture of the car.
(One !'no." born any one of those gentlemen up
in the picture and that Tifolkswogen is not a Volkswagen.)
- • Every single VW - part is inspected at least- 3
lust thotl, he

times. So before the whole car gets from vs to you,
it goes through 16,000 different inspections in all.,
(We lose on-average of 225 Bugs a day that way.)
So ;f you ever hod to wait a little longer than
you cored to for anew VW,now you know why:
It's not that we can't make them fast enough
It's just that we can't make them good enough
fast enough.

4
A Caber is a 20-foot tree trunk. Tossing
it s• a traditional competition in Scotland America's champion Caber tosser, Rey. Arnold
Pope -Fayetteville. N C . gets ready to toss it aleftt at the Highland Games in Aberdeen
At the right he holds his consolation prize, a bottle of Scotch. With him are Doreen Malcolm. Aberdeen Festival queen. And the Earl of Haddo, chieftain of games. (Ceselepeote)

REVIREND POPE WINS A BOTTLE Of SCOTCH

pa-

•

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

Air Conditioning Available for

oil Modedo
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Less

AT...

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
Double Stamps All Day Tuesday & WednesdayWe R es•r ve The R ight To L imit

.

We Have U.S. Prime Beef
U. S. INSPECTeD

TIDE
wr.

Y ERS

Giant Size With Coupon
80X

V4HOLE
L B.

acips, 591
49
. . .... . . . . .
N
0
, _
I
STEAK
59'
NV
3
9
HUNT'S

3FOR

CAN
FEACHES

89

FIRST Currl

CUT

r

MATCHLESS

elm

t

SLICED

LB
A.
N4q6
3C

LB.

ROUND

FISHERS

•NAll

u. S. PRIME
SIRLOIN
$1.09

NI i DLe.
BOX

diroctor Tod Post.

risked most of the
t film, "Marooned."
pith as an astronaut
-uniformed in space).
• • •

ED to Chuck Heston
Jim smiled. "And
! when he read the
--and I'm - glad he's
orie he asked him.
one question about
Have you got somelay?'" The answer
,usly a resounding

%

B.

I this sequel differ
original' Director
had handled most of
Place" shows, point,e he had written on
ge of his script. "This
amn it all," he said.
This story should inpredicament that
men's survival on
,ment of a new spe-

Except

C

9JallicavA

EA.

OLD FASHIONED
POUND

80 trucK
S. PRIME •

PLANTATION
80Z.
CAN

GM

3
39t
le,. 59

0

46 OZ.
CANS

MISS LIBERT3
TW IN PAK.

II II

;
1 11

LB99

MORtO

HI-C
ORANGE
GRAPE
PUNCH

III

C

LB

.
EAT PIES
FRENCH FRIES
00
49
5 11
49,
CREAMSTYLE CORN
p
4 99
4„
AM
BABY FOOD
45
NS
TOWELS gat . ILK, 39c
A
K
cE.
4
9
6
7
CREAM
S
59t
BLEACH
B
ANANAS
.
.
SALAD
JOY
ROLLS
DRESSING 49c:
LARD

REELFOOT
PURE

ie studio hasn't quite
L how to work out
in an uplifting note.
$5 million is spent
a, they'll do it. We

FROZEN

-

MORTON

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 55c
LEGS
LB. 49c
BACKS & NECKS
LB. 10c
FRESH
FRESH
LIVERS 79c
GIZZARDS 39c
LB.
Lb.

BEEF
CHICKEN

I changed uniforms,
• face and returned
hes I know best —a
n

B $11
BA
LGi
2
3

4 LB. CRT.

$
FOR

80Z.

•

TEENIE WEENIE

t

for minority groups.
la11, president of Pep11 head the combined

303 CAN

15

F

H lul
l:ER AM

LB.

CANNED

GERBERS STRAINED

5 LB,
Can

OZ. JAR

NORTHERN PAPER

TURNERS

ROLL

PUREX

For

3 OT. SIZE

5 to 7
Lb. Ave.

GAL.

ICE

ii GAL.

FESTIVAL

. CHUCK WAGON

t

FOR

MISS LIBERTY

MIRACLE

,

GOLDEN RIPE

WHIP

,

LIQUID

,

BROWN
N
SERVE
DOZ.--- .

GIANT SIZE

—

or:—

AUK

LB.

""
=
-LO
"mminnw

GRADE "A” MED.

3..51.00 CAOTS
APPLE Jon 419t SA ON CTALNI: 59t EGGS
2
GREEN ONIONS
olu. SLICES 39c RADISHES
kill K
FLOUR
19c OIL
COCKTAIL 4 si CRACKERS
BLUE PLATE 18 OZ.

ESN

0')

CARtTION

MISS LIBERTY

orn vs to you,
.cticins on oil,,
oy that way.)
t longer than
know why.
t enough
lood enough

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

BL0E1k

CANS

TIDE

Giant Size

39c

With This Coupon And $5.00
Or More Add. Purchase.
.81sdals
-t

OT.

DIXIE BELLE

-

Void After June

1 Ot

HAMBURGER

CANSTA L l.29c

B
25AL
G B. $2
.
29

S. 1

-

W E SSO N

FRESH CRISP

tBELLORpEppERs
81

EA.

48 OZ. JAR

50 Treasure Chest Stamps 50
With This Coupon And The
Bag Craclochs Sausage.
Purchase Of 2 Lb. B
Void After June -

100 Treasure Chest Stamps 100
With This Coupon And $10.00
--------- iii• More Purchase,
Void After June

-

100 Treasure Lhest Stamps 100
With This Coupon and $3.00 Or

More Purchase From Our Drug Rack.
Void After June

1". -•
•••-•

I
-

4
4-
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motor vehicles, not including in- In motor carrier and miscellan- ers involved in the commercial
dependent suppliers, operate 26 eous user charges. The state use of trucks
plants or offices in Kentucky. provides about $85 million to
Kentucky's rank as an agriculThese employ 9,500 workers with the Federal government in auto- tural state remains high aided
an annual payroll of $73 million. motive excise taxis.
by the use on farms of more than
ADMISSIONS
Annual taxes paid by these firms
Trucking continues as a grow- 90,000 trucks, about one of every
to state and local governments ing business in Kentucky with three private trucks registered.
Cecil E. Orton, Rte, 2, Murexceed $3 million.
Some 5,200 school buses transtrucks representing about 19 per
ray; Gerald D. Rule, Rte. 2,
Kentucky's importance as an cent of registered vehicles and port Kentucky pupils to and from
Farmington, Miss Boonie Sue
automotive state is highlighted paying some 36 per cent of spe- classes while more than 1,200
Parrish, Rte, 1, Dexter; Clyde
by its production of nearly 80,- cial state vehide taxes. The other buses are in commercJai
Henry Netherton, 807 N. 19th
000 passenger cars in the 1968 state has more than181,000 work- use.
St., Murray, Mrs. Nancy Morey, ; Enough jobs to stgport a city model
year. About 50,000 trucks
1608 College Farm Road, Mur- larger than the Louisville met- are
produced in the state each
ray; Mrs. Rachel Cole, 411 S. topolitsui area.
year.
8th St., Murray; Gilbert Peters,
That's what Kentucky's motor
In addition, motor vehicle makRte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Lula P. ‘ehicles main to the Atte as
ers spent more than $38 million
Miller, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. liaiicated in a are statistical re- for
goods and services from 240
Ruth K. Horn, 406 S. 9th St., port released by Joseph .1. Moydifferent firms in the state.
Murray:
lan, regional government relatThe state's 618 new car and
ions and Information representa- truck dealers represent an intive of the Automobile Manufac- vestment of $68 million, employ
DISMISSALS
turers Association.
10,600 workers and pay $58 millThe report points out that the ion annually in wages and salarMrs. Oyena Garland, 101 N. manufacture,
sale, servicing and ies.
10th St., Murray, Mrs. Linda
commercial use of motor vehiclAbout 29,600 residents of the
Prescott, Rte. I, Lynnville; Ora'
es in the state accounts for 331,- Bluegrass State are stockholders
Lee Lyons, 415 No. 5th St., Mur000 pbs. Based on &national em- in automotive firms.
ray, Mrs. Mary Fones, Rte. 1,
ployment - population ratio, these
Vehicle registrations in the
Murray; Mrs. Delores A. Devine,
workers and their families,re- state reached an estimated 1,1714 West Main St., Murray; Miss
present a population of 860,600. 689,000 in 1968-w1th the addition
Diane Beale, Almo, Mrs. Zetra
Detailed information in the re- of more than 43,000 cars and
Ray Rte. 5 Murray; Mrs. Phyport outline* the major role play- 13,500 trucks.
Ws McCuiston & Baby Girl,
ed by highway transportation inKentucky residents supported
2, Murray; Master DavidJ.Calh.
dustries in the state's overall their highway transportation syey, 509 S. 8th St., hurray;Albea
economy. For example, auto- stem through payment of $128
Crouch, Rte, 1, Murray; Walter
NOW NATIONAL PlItINI The birthplace of assassinated
mobile dealers and gasoline ser• million in state highway user
Hutchens, 1704 Miller Ave., Mur.
President John F. Kennedy at 83 Beals St., Brookline, Mass
vice stations account for nearly taxes in 1968. Included are $94
ray; Albert Martin, General Delis now a national historic site. His mother. Mrs. Joseph
24 per cent of all retail trade. million in gasoline taxes, about
ivery, Murrei; Mrs.-Maude Key,
Kennedy, presented deed to two-story house to government.
Special studies conducted by $15 million in vehicle registrat504 N. 7th St., Murrayi__
AMA show that manufacturers of a fees and some $18 million

Automobiles
Spur State
Economy

Hospital Report

•

•

1

1
5

GRAN AT 13 MO III -Edward S. Babcox ileft,. an advertising pioneer and a founder
of the Audit Bureau of Circulation, which keeps tabs on newspaper circulation, is a June
15 graduate of Akron University at 83, a B.A‘. in political science. And in Detroit, Taft
Martin wears a triumphant grin on graduation from the eighth grade at 81. Says hell
go to high school and "might even stick' his head into college.

Meet Charles Adler Jr-

Is He Last of Independent Inventors?
Sy Lea UtSint
an hour.
Centred Press Assoriettsoat
Adler. who recently was cited
Correspeadrist
for suggesting the newly creBALTIMORE. Md. - What
ated Cabinet post of secretary
elver happened to the independ"of Transportation. gave the U.S.
ent inventor -- geniuses like
government what could be the
Thornas,,A. Edison and Alexanmajor air safety gadget of all
der Graham Bell who helped
transform rustic America into
tiorAclier
ne
calls it a "collision
the technological giant it is toavoidance" .system, a "simple.
day?
basic formula on a proximity
Did they get lost in their
indicator- that would give adown cellars, fade away or just
vance warning -to pilOts and
give up the ghost? Maybe. But
prevent mid-air crashes
there Ls one who still is kicking
• • •
and inventing.
SEVERAL major corporations
He is Charles Artier Jr.. the
are working on variations of
fellow who created the world's
collision avoidance systems, but
first traffic-actuated auto sigWashington has not adopted
nal, the first rotating electric
any of them, including Adler's
railroad stop sign, and the first
invention. Even so, the Federal
high - intensity,
Aviation Agency refers to the
lights that are a familiar sight
inventor as "Mr. Anti-Collision."
on all airplanes. The anti-collision patent Is
Adler. now 70 and living in
only one ofa number of safety
Baltimore. Md., agreed that he's
plans he has turned over to the
probably the last of the go-itgovernment gratis.
alone inventors.
"It would be difficult to be"My standards are so high,"
cowrie an indistehient• investor
he admitted, "I reject everythese days," he said, "especialiV
thing. I have this idea that I
in. this era of electronics and
must equal or surpass what I've
computers where almost everyalready done. I'm also very lazy.
thing is done by researchers
Inventing isn't any fun. It's a
.1:11eries -Adler Jr.
and scientists employed by big
nuisance, although I do get a
motion_'
otrporatiorui.''
thrill when I complete some• • •
"Engineers. scientists and the thing and get a patent"
.'"A SOLO inventor today." he public." he said, "have scoffed
Some of the things Adler was
sided, "just doesn't have the at the idea of perpetual motion. not too lazy to invent include
unlimited technical manufac- yet our very existence depends one of the first auto power
turing facilities, the unlimited on it. It will play a major role brakes and a double-filament,
research facilities and the un- in long-distance airplane travel tailgate bulb which is in use
limited funds required to com- of the future.
! all over the world_
pete with the big company re"For instance, a rocket-proCurrently the inventor, who
searchers,'
pelled plane will ascend to or- vaguely resembles J. Paul GetThe silver-haired, hawk-faced bit then coast about 6.000 miles ty. Is envisioning an electronic
ex-pilot rubbed his steel-rim- per hour until it is over Gib- system that will enable cars to
med spectacles and predicted raltar The pilot will restart travel up to 150 miles an hour
that someday -- soon --- east the engines, kick the aircraft in perfect safety aided by autocoasters will be able to fly to out of orbit and make his de- matic spacing gauges operated
Rome in an hour via "perpetual scent to the Rane airport in from a central control_

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
SALE DAYS

•
•

••••

•

•

Miss WorldUSA Pageant
Dates Are Set

Thursday, Friday & Saturday ONLY Open Friday '101 1:00 PM

•
••

•
Men's

Men's

SPORT
COATS
Reg. $35.00
SALE . ..
•
•

ments". I still think early mornings are best for thanks.
Now that election excitement is
over for awhile, we can think on
the good sportsmanship which
was shown on the part of the
candidates. 1 heard of no "mud
By Estelle SpiceLand
slinging". Some who lost could
June II, 1969
even congratulate their opponent.
That shows courtesy.
We are not against those we
Do people still believe that do not vote for any more than
"Early to bed, early to rise, our Concorder. John Tom Tay.
The MISS WORLD -USA Beauty
makes a man healthy, wealthy, r, will be against Dodges just Pageant entry from Kentucky will
and wise"?
e be also sells Chevrolets be selected at the Miss Kentucky.
Some children sit up watching
World finals to be held in Louistelevision until past midnight and
A crowd enjoyed some good ville, Kentucky, July 19, 1969.
then sleep until noon the next day. food at the new Smorgasbord Any girl , single or married,,17
Maybe television has made you- place Sunday near Rice Futrell's to 27 years of age, is eligible
th wiser about many things(some on the North Highway.
to compete. No talent necessary.
better left off), but I wonder if
Elmo Bonner on vacation from Contestants will compete in evenit has not clone more !arm than Michigan and his brother, Max, ing gown, swimsuit,
charm,
good.
caught the fish and Guf Lovins poise, personality and intelligenThere is no better way to start tried them Tuesday evening for ce. The winner of Miss Kentucky.
a day then to awaken about dawn 25 relatives and a few guests World will compete for the Miss
and bear birds caroling joyfully'gathered at a cabin on the hill- World-USA title of 1969 in Baltifrom thatrea laps_hml feel the side near the Bonner's Grocery, pore, Maryland, September 1.5cool breeze wafting h at the winHoward Kline's son's family. 2.0, 1969. Bob Hope will crown
dows before the cpdstade is brok- from Michigan so surprised them the winner. Miss World-USA will
en by sounds of traffic,
by coming unexpectedly Tuesday receive an all expense trip to
That is a better time even that when the son jokingly walked London, England to compete for
than at church to say "Father, into the Concord Postoffice and the MISS WORLD title. Entry
we thank Thee for the night, asked for his mail, his mother blank for Miss Kentucky-World
and for the pleasant morning asked, "What is your name?" can be obtained from Alix Adams
lift, for rest and food, and loving
The Auburn Sills'from Stewart Agency, 404 Speed Building, Lourare, and all that makes the world County renewed an old time cus- isville, Kentucky 40202,
so fair".
tom by serving a big country
During my happy days teaching dinner to the men baling, raking,
at Buchanan we didn't recite the and hauling their hay last week.
Pledge to the Flag near so often
And true it is that gone are
mornings as we started the day days of such big meals as housesinging, "Help us to do the things wives cooked in the era of big
TWO-WEEK CONTRACT
we should, to be to others kind wood stoves in hot kitchens with
and good, in all we do, in work water carried from wells or
BERKLEY, Miss. UPI - After
oe play, to be more loving every- cisterns, and never a refrigera14
months of negotiation, numer03117/"
tor. Those were the days before
ous disputes and one walkout, the
•Somehow I guess I'm different, diets.
Berkley Police Officers Assocbut I don't see the use of rituals
iation has approved a labor conin school or church. Children
tract that expires in two weeks.
"pledge allegiance"
when if
LOOKS DeCEIVE
asked what allegiance means,
he 19oo-4i9 contract gives senoHESCIA, Italy UPI - Angels
few would know. In church the
ior officers a retroactive raise •
monotonous ritual has but little Pei escaped from a mental hos- of $1,110 a year, to a total of
pital Wednesday and ran into the
meaning to those who read.
$9,400, Negotiations begin soon
We all join In singing "Oh how grounds of an isolated villa that for
a 1969-70 contract in which
looked
like
a
good
hideout.
I love Jesus", but He says, "If
He was properly captured. The the association hopes for a $1,000
)e love me, keep My commanda year raise.
villa is a police station.
•

DOWN CONCORD
WAY
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KENTUCKY

One Group Men's
One Group Men's

SUMMER
SUITS

SPORT
SHIRTS

Keg $6&0I
SALE ...

PERMA-PRES8

$19.88

OTROS at

CASUAL
PANTS

REDUCED

$3.00

NM

25%

Ladles'

ELECTRIC
One Table

DRESS
SHOES

Values
to
$12.99
$ 9.99
OTHERS
AT

SPORT
COATS

STA-PREST
Values to $9.00
SALE . . •

Reg. $4.00
SALE .. .

$48.88

Boy's

CHILDREN'S
SHOES

Sale
$1.1111
11.55

inE4CrIri6E7(
CHAIRS

CARVING
KNIVES

e reen & Russett Only
Reg.
SALE .. .

Cordless - Rechargable
Reg. $24.99
SALE ...

$44.80

$14.88

$85.00

$2.00 TO
$4.311

Only 1 To Sell

•

SWEEPER
VAC
Reg. $24.99
SALE . ..

$17.88

I

7-PIECE

SUMMER
MATERIALS

ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC

COOKWARE
SET

COFFEE
MAKER

Reg $1.041 yd.
SALE ...

Reg. $8.99
SALE

66° Yll•

$6.88

One To Sell

FLOOR
POLISHER

Deluxe heavyweight
aluminum. Fashion
avaado green finish.
Reg. 918.99
SALE . ..

and SCRUBBER
Reg $3999

24.88

$14.88

•

EMI

-

BASEMENT SPECIALS Men's

TEE SHIRTS
for
UNDFiSHIRTS
MEN'S BRIEFS

Men's

STA-PREST
SHIRTS
Values
to $5.00
SALE ..

$2.00

2 for $1.15

&es
CASUAt
PANTS

BASEMENT SPECIALS -

WORK
PANTS

Values to 19.00
SALE .. •

Reg $3.99
SALE .

SALE.

$4.83

MATERIAL

Values to $6.04
SALE . ..

SALE .. .

Up To 72" Wide
SPECIAL!

$2.00 PR.

$4.88

CANVAS
SHOES

s3.88 YD.

fl

Ladles

DACRON
DOUBLE KNIT

•

$1.00

_
1 Table Ladies

Values to MN

Assorted Colors

HAND
BAGS

Values to $3.95

SPECIAL!

$1.88

$1.00 EA.

Ladies

Ladies

AREA
RUGS
/
1 2 PRICE

WORK
SHIRTS
Re,.2.

SLACKS

$2.00

BED
SPREADS

ens

One Table Men's

SUMMER
HATS
/
1
2PRICE
Ins

SUN TAN
LOTION
/
1 2 PRICE

SUMMER
DRESSES
REDUCED

25%

One Table

PLASTIC
ARE
SPECIA 11
$1.00

•••

AL

A
4•111•••••=111

win

I

s

-
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I in the commercial
C*******************

k rank as an agriculremains high aided
turns of more than
i, about one of every
trucks registered.
)school buses transy pupils to and from
e more than 1,300
are in commer

*

Keebler

r COCONUT

CHOCOLATE
DROPS

WEDNESDAY — JUNE 18.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1909

Ac********

Country Smoked

SHOULDER
24 GROUND BEEF 49C
11:011PORK CHOPS L„.690
Or

Half

15 Oz. 390 *
*

Pure.

Lb.

Lb.

yaircitis(ERS

BLACK PEPPER

4

Wh°11b.4
9
0

t

Kraft

WAEINERS

iMACRONI
2/89
**
DINNER
450 I/ BACON
CHEESE
PIZZA
MIX
*
IDE Size 1.19 *:(4 Lb.69
*
**
BACONLb 690
1I
EVERYTHING. I BUY TURNS TO SAVINGS AT JOHNSON'S.
i KOOL AID
3/25 * *
SPAGETTIBALLS& MEAT2'E. FROZEN FOODS BLACKEibb PEAS
SHELLS 3/89
2/390Bush
PONG
3/
4
6
9
*
a* PING
ORANGE
CUT GREEN BEANS
190
2/25
LEMONADE
SALAD DRESSING „Qt.3R I
ClutigAKS
t** TOMATO JUICE
CHARCOAL
**
BRICKETS
3/89U STEAKS
W.ItihitelX
CAKmarta
4t* ICE MUG
$1.09
390 LEMONS Doz
3Lb
ONIONS
i
t
,
SWEET PICKLES 39 CABBAGE
• 39 **LETTUCE Keadl9O WESSON
BANANAS
DLRM
5
PARKAY MARGARINE 2LL,490
DOG FOOD
I*-TOMATO CATSUP 7901*
COFFEE Lb 690
oRN
,303
2/35
OPEN III
7 1/2 Oz.

2/459o1

of assassinated
Irookline,,Mass .
er, Mrs. Joseph
to government.

12 Oz.

Field Chestnut

*

Kraft

120z.

i

King

Swift Premiun

&PME

Pre-a
. e-eA
te.
f
d fi

Wig
ORT
ATS

113CED

jranco-American

Pet Ritz

I%

#300 110/990

9 in

To Sell
PER
14.99
•••

88

°R

ACE 6 °z

Sa ad Rowl

6 Oz

1303

Stokey's

D Sell

OR
;HER

UBBER
19 99

•

88

I° Pat"' 99
0

Breaded Chicken Fried

8 Patties950

e

senItest

**

20 Lb.

,

Gal.

1/2

MEW

ns

• ••

.00

Alab

irl

*
*

*

Lb

16 Oz

- *

Midwest

•

*

*

too
ID
is

AL!

EA.

root

orthern

SS

4Lb

b

K att

t*

Tony

10

*
*
*
*

American Beauty

24O.

Can 90\

Maxwell House

ble

20 Or. 11.

*

*

Pride Of Illinois White Cream Style

9 P.M.

-

r

4
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Out-Of-State
Tourist Like
Ky.Parks

The Americium Falls is abnost dry, the flow diverted to the Horseshoe Falls ea the right.

FRANKFORT — "Wehavetraveled over much of the United
States and find that Kentucky
has the nicest and most InterestPENTAGON FIGIALIE
IN INFNUMPINES. U.1 -AUSTRALIAN SOAR°
TO WIND &GOUT
1 perks of almost any state."
PROEMS CARIIII-DISTMOVINI COLLISION
$1,200 Pie MAN
THAT KELM 74 LI.1 54 SOUTH CNINA SE•
quote was taken from one
IOW SOUTSI VINY
TROOPS 54451 TSAR
at loadreds of suggestion cards
Met to the Kentucky State Parks
SAIGON COMMAND INUMIS
S TROOP WITNORAWAL
Department the past month and
WON'T SI NOTICIASIA
Seems to reflect the general attitOdes of the respfueling public
toward the Kentucky parks systelk
The suggestion cards are placCHILE'S FORIFIGN MINIMS LINOS
ed ate every Kentucky state park
NIXON TRADE CHANGE DIMANDS OF
CAM1001A DRIMANDS
51 LATIN AMERICAN NAM:WS
With a MeaSage from Gov. Louie
SI a MILLION WAS
INCLUDING LETDOWN Of LAMM
DAMAGES ON NEW
B. Nina escouraging suggestions,
S RELATIONS
as to how to improve the efficiency of the park.
The majority of respoodeata,
in addition to offering weargw.
dons, overwhelmingly praise the
state park system. Mr. and Mrs.
INJURIES FATAL
Robert Earnest, Rushville, Ind.,
said General Butler State Park
sear Carrollton, "is a tremenWELCH, Okla. UPI - Fifteen
dous place to relax." Harold A.
year-old Bill Fergtison of Vinita,
Robertson, St. Louis, Mo., told
Okla.., died Monday shortly after
the Parks Department to "bop
a collision with another outfieldKentucky Dam Village State Park
er in an all-star baseball game.
the same as it is now."
The attending physician at Craig
C. R. Mench, Colorado SprinGeneral Hospital in Vinita said
gs, Colo., wrote: "We've used
Ferguson suffered fatal injuries
four of your parks and enjoyed
when he was struck above the
each one." Commenting on Levi
right eye.
Jackson State Park (near Interstate 75 at London) Reuben C.
Chissus, Flint Mich., noted the
convenient location for "travelSIMPSON GUEST STAR
ers going to and from the South."
Although the suggestion cards
are filled with praise, probably
CULVER CITY, Calif. upi the more interesting items come -NEW USAF CHIEF--Gen. John
0. J. SimpsOn -, who hasn't yet
directly from letters to the Parks D. Ryan (above) his been
signed his pro football contract
Commissioner, Robert E. Gable. named U.S. Air Force'chief
with the Buffalo Bills, has been
MONSIEUR Li PRISIDENTE -Georges Pompidou, elected to
Mrs. H. K. Northcutt of Carr- of staff by President Nixon.
signed for a guest - starring
succeed Gen. Charles de Gaulle as president of France for
ollton entertained a bridge club Ryan, 53, a native of Cherorole in an episode of the new
the next seven years, leaves the Orvilliers, France, town hall
at Gen. Butler State Park and kee, Iowa, flew 58 B17 comhour-long CPS television series,
with his wife Claude after casting their votes. Pompidou
was greatly assisted by lark bat missions over Italy in
"Medical Center," glitch will
defeated interim president Alain Poher by a 57 per cent
Verna K. Reenan of the parrs
World War II.
make its debut in the tip.
(Cablephoto,
margin.
staff in coordinating the meeting.,
She writes: "We are very proud
of 'our' park, and personnel of
Mrs. Reenan's type adds to its mulainaawswashiallaallahle% WHIM telf SaliallalleillialialliiiMr*SSliallialli111111111101111111111111111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111918111111
W
attractiveness."
John M. Hall, merchandising:
:
w
manager of Albers Milling Corn- i
*
pany, Kansas City, Mo., visited:
a
it
Bockhorn Lake State Park, call- 2
te
lag it "one of the most beautiful,;
w
a
picturesque places I have ever 1
a
seen."
a
V
W
Hall added: "Seldom do I take 111
the time to write anyone c,3n4g
cerning 'places I have visited
)
111
but in this case I feel it an
obligation to write you to compliment you and your department
a
for the wonderful hospitality afforded me by the personnel of
the Bockhorn Lodge
In my work, I travel extensively throughout the United States
and never have I found anyone
to be more gracious and helpful
Man the Bockhorn staff."
Most of the letters to the Parks
II
Department are typed, but a handwritten one received last April 4,,
by the "Honorable Louie B.
Nunn." Said:
"Dear Sir:
"My Wife and I Want to Compliment you on the excellent Staff
at Dupont Lodge. Corbin Kentucky The food was excellent And
Mrs. Williams The House Keeper
was such a fine Hostess It Was
the Cleanest of all the Parks
We have had )se Pleasure to
Visit.

2;2911111thL itilatitndwur

Eiiirsi PEMP1110114

gigAimea Hammy FALLING—That 600-foot-long cofferdam way upstream has diverted
nearly ail water to Horseshoe Falls on the Cutadian side so geologists can study how to
stop rock slides on the American side of Nirgara Falls, US. Army Engineers did the
work. Niagara is 167 feet high on the American side.

Destroy Old'
snaW
for
The e
Plmseb
Plant Beds VW"'
*
By W. R. Hoover
Area Tobacco Extension Agent
Wien the burley tobaccotrassperiod ends, or plants
II
too large for use, or all
useable plants have been pulled,
i
plow or thoroughly disk and seed
to soybeans or peas if location
Is to be used next year. Three
or four pounds of seed should
be sufficient for 100 square yard
.bed. Plow under while crop is
stftl green.
•
Dark types of tobacco should
the grown in beds in new locai
. Mans annually to avoid possibili1 ty of root-rot and some other dis1- eases to which many of the varieties used are not resistant. Old
.6-1We of these types of tobacco
Amid be destroyed, however.
i
after use to aid in controlling
1
diseases and insects that affect
tobacco crops.

This Sturdy Steel Desk by Cole.
Regularly $19.95 only $13.50 with
purchase of any Yktor Adding
machie from $69.50

1

TWO SIGN CONTRACTS

a

SAN DIEGO UPI - No. 1 dee*
choice quarterback Marty Demres of Columbia and No. 5 choice
end Skip Orszulak of Pittsburgh'
Tuesday signed contracts with
the San Diego Qargers of the
American Football League.

"-Yours Truly
"Percy Tevis"
Mr. Tevis' letter had no return
address and it wasn't elaborately
worded or punctuated, for that
matter, but it said as much as
any of the others.

Ii
Dr. FY& and Carole at the time of their murder trial.

ti

JUNE SPECIAL

ii

a
a

B

The people around Levi Jackson had seen the park grow under
Lovely and wanted him retained,
but when Commissioner Gable
politely answered each letter, explaining Lovely ,had received a
pay raise and a promotion by going to one of Kentucky's yearround resorts and that a ^0Mpetent replacement, Rufus M.
Yaden, was replacing Lovely,
the letters of desenchantment
turned to letters of understanding.
Many people from many parts
of the nation visit Kentucky state
parks and respond favorably. Al.
most every visitor will probably
agree with Edward Peck of Jeffersonville , Ind., when, after an
enjoyable time at Carter Caves
State Park, he said: "All Kentuckians can take pride in their
park system...surely it could be
a model for other states to emulate."

"CALI. •n* rouar--Cardinal John J. Carberry reads
his set of guidelines in St.
LOU12 in which he instraicts
priests to "call the police" if
militants attempt to disrupt
service,. "Permission to
speak in church during religious services is not to be
granted," the cardinal orders

.(

CAROLE TREGOFF, 32. recently paroled from a life 'sentence
Imposed in 10i1 at climax of a sensational murder trial.
talks to John Preston, Inter-Community Hospital administrator in Covina, Calif., where she is employed as a medical
records technician She and [ir:Bernard Finch, for whom
she worked, got life on conviction of murdering his wife

Complimentary letters aren't
all the Parks Department receives in the way of mail.
When Mark Lovely, the manager at Levi Jackson State Park
was transferred to Carter Caves
State Park, a flood of letters and
a ZOO-signature petition came to
Commissioner Gable, asking him 5
to transfer Lovely bark to Levi •
Jackson.

a
Smart in appearance and beautifully styled, this heavy gauge steel
desk is ideal for the receptionist or salesman in the office or student
in the home. Equipped with two roomy drawers for stationery plus
pencil and clip tray. Convenient shelf for books, 3W4 " wide, 27"
high, 17" deep. Gray or Desert Sand. Take with, in carton, easily
assembled.
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PARKER S
SUPER
MARKET
•
MURRAY'S FRIENDLIEST
MOST CONVENIENT
IN ME / SUPER MARKER.
MD MIK LOTS OF FREE PARKING
IF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE.
CANTALOUPE

IVORY 1.11111111
Giant Size
490

Instant
Maxwell House

fetelfi

aear
wdw ilit

Seedless

lb bag

Tender

Ma

SirEET

large pods

Kraft Jet Puffed- 1-1b. bag

MARSHMALLOWS
a
w

VOGETABLE SHORTENING
3-Lb. Cain

-

5

2 for

CRISCO 19t
Ii
BY
FOOD
TO
TA
PO
490
70
CHIPS
Lge. 10-oz. jar

Morton's - 11-os. (excluding ham)

TV DINNERS
Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

STRAWBERRIES

GAM STRAINED

Morton's Apple & Peach

FRUIT PIES

39*

BROCCOLI SPEARS
CORN

COCONUT CREME COOKIES
69°

narc
lliTh Diet Food
Akty4-oz. can

i

27:49°
Salad Bowl

-

quart

Stokely Ping

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRU1T DRINK 346,z 89'

PA
MATIGARINE

KRAfT MUSTARD
jar
10°

CAKE MIX
Food

UNDER BONLESS

3

boxes

790

t$1.09

IMERSIDE SKIMS

11690 PORK CUTLETS
*
*
*
*

Yellow, White or Itecril

U.S. CHOICE CUT ANY THICKNESS

CLUB STEAK
PORK STEAK

2'OR 49'

SWANSDOWN

TY BOSTON BUTT BONE

LEAN TENDER

3 cm'89°

CHILI WITH BEANS

cHEGFT2-b
.
CHEESE
39°

°

39°
Vkttl - 15-oz

box

Dos. Carton

790

FRANKS

LARGE 3Ib BAG

$1.29

FIELD LUNCHEON MEAT

BOLOGNA
LIVER CHEESE
PICKLE & PIMENTO
TWIST LOAF
OLD FASHION

LEAN ALI BEEF8to113

•••

35*

OREO COOKIES

FLAVOR-KIST - 1-lb. pkg.

COFFEE CREAMER
49°
PECAN
lIEALFi
ES1
49

BEEF PATTIES

2/3

Frosty Acres Cut - Woz.

Twin Bags

Pet Non- Dairy -

MIX
OR
MATCH

3/8

Frosty Acres - 11-oz.

..xsgtes

LEMON COOLER COOKIES

HOMINY:1-4*--73c:::ns, 29°

ZEN
FOODS

Jar

Sunshine - 10-oz. box

Bush White

Ais...spIE BIG
ON

FFE

- large 23 size

EA. 39°
"AP:FRUIT
49°
CORN 3 F°. 25°
Fresh
fir. head.
LE1TUCE
[A.190
._
rpirgis
EA. 100
I 5g0
RED POTATOES

ailirlmy

itiou, elected to
It of France for
'ranee, town hall
totes. Pompidou
y a 57 per cent
(Cabfrphoto

I
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GREEN THUMBS
BEAUTIFY HOME
Results of the labors of 4-11
gardeners in the community are
showing in various ways these
days. Lush green lawns flanked
by neatly trimmed shrubs,colorful flowers, and in many places
a flourishing vegetable girdle
are signs that a 4-H green thumber was there.
The 4-H youths are swaged
in horticultural projects that include raising flowers, fruits,and
vegetables. Landscaping, too, is
In important segment of the program for both home and community areas.
An estimated 175,000 boys and
poovsaLL sgeOuutsseeer-No, it's just that this graduating senior at San Francisco
girls from coast-to-coast are enState wasn't taking any chances, considering what's been happening there. She w.as
rolled in the national 4-H Hortamong 4.658 receiving diplomas at commencement exercises.
icultural program supervised by
the Cooperative Extension Serand head for a swim, you might
vice, and sponsored by Allisplans,
but
you
can
tell
the
read this. It could awe your life,
Chalmers for the 24th straight
oddernakers
to
jump
in
the lake
especially if you're a male
'year. Adults experienced in garby following six simple rules.
betwess 5 and 24.
But the important thing here dening usually serve as volunteer
Did you know that 85 per
Leaders for horticultural clubs.
cent of those who drown each is not to break a seventh. The six
Allis-Chalmers annually proare:
year are men? And that those in
vides
incentive awards for coun- Never swim alone.
the 5-24 age group are about
ty, state and national winners.
- Don't depend on a tube.
twice ar likely to drown as men
- Don't dive in strange To be awarded this year will be
ha other age groups?
eight national scholarships of
By JAMES V. HEALION
places
Safety experts at Aetna Life
HARTFORD (UPI)- Before & Casualty aren't trying to
- Don't swim under a diving $600 each; an expense-paid trip
to the National 4-H Congress
you grab your towel sad
throw cold water on anybody% board.
- Stay out of water during In Chicago for the top state
winner, and four honor medaLs
storms,
- Stay out of water when per county.
Soil improvement, seed testing
overheated and after eating.
Now you can follow the six for germination, plant propagarules until you're blue in the tion and pruning techniques are
face, if you'll pardon that some of the scientific aspects
expression, but if you break the of the 4-H projects. For youths
living in rural areas, the roadeirteeth, forget it.
The seventh: don't take side vegetable and flower stand
swescesary risks when aiding a Is a popular and profitable venpeon who is in trouble in the ture.
Successful careers have matwater!
Rescues should be made by erialized for former 4-H'ers beboat if one is available or by cause of their gardening experthrowing the victim a line oi ience, Some of the 1968 national
award recipients already are appsome floating object he can grab
lying their $600 scholarships toTry not to come in direct
ward a degree in agronomy or
cOntact. It is better to give the
horticultural sciences.
victim the shirt off your back
The need is great for skilled
and let him hang on to that
horticulturists, including landrather than try to effect a rescue
scape architects, due to part in
ourself.
expanding land beautification and
Of course, if there is no other
public recreational facilities.
ay and you are a good Career opportunities
are also
mer, then it is up to you. promising in research,floristry,
As the safety men in the the nursery business
and in
nsurance company put it - sales.
'Row" or "throw" if you can.
The 4-H Horticultural program
"Go" only as a last resort.
Is open to any boy or girpetween
The insurance company has 9 and 19 years old. More inforproduced a public service movie mation can be obtained from the
In cooperation with the local County Extension Office.
American Red Cross covering
hese and other vital water
iefety measures in detail.
The title is "You Are the
WASHINGTON UPI - New OrLifeguard." It won the National leans has become
the third most
Committee on Films for Safety Important U. S.
port in the imREADY, Alt! AND WILLING
award and can be borrowed free port-export
Specs/5 Gregg Michaud
trade between this
left St. Louis. Mo., and Thomas Niece. Philadelphia. Pa.. ,for showings by community
country and Japan, according to
lose no time packing their gear after learning their 9th
organizations from the film the U. S. - Japan
Trade Council,
Division unit will be leaving Vietnam as part of President
department of Aetna Life & New Orleans
replaced Los AngNixon's 25.000-man cutback
Casualty, Hartford, Conn.
(Radiophoto)
eles in the third spot, behind
New York and San Francisco.

Swimming Tips
Aim to Avoid
Summer Sorrow

1

t,

380 women from d
im
areas as parttime arrs
have learned basic nutrition
teaching methods and we
already teaching others in their
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) neighborhood&
own
A pilot nutrition education
"In the that month of Ohs
effort is taking the University of
program, more than COSS
California's Agriculture
California families WITS
Extension progrsm deep into
reached," says Dr. Gaylord P.
poverty areas in both city and
Whitlock, project director.
country.
The program, aided by
o.0
federal funds, is designed to Heartbreak Cams
reach "hard to reach" poor
MANILA (UN)- Thu* we
families to help improve the more than one million retarded
nutritional quality and adequacy children in the Philiwpises
of individual and family diets (population: 35 willies),
within the economic means of according to organisers of the
special Chid Study Center ie
the family.
The university has employed Manila.

Diet Aid Helps
Poor Families

-414,
TRUCK LAND MINED IN VIETNAM-- Soldiers of
the American
Division....iright I watch as a mushroom
cloud rises from a
truck after it ran over a large Viet
Cong land mine near a
Special Forces camp at Hoc Mon,
South Vietnam. Four
'A/idler:4

We're

injured.
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new, first, lady of France,
Mrs.- Claude Pompidou, is
expected to become the most
colorful first lady since Marie
Antoinette, not because of
her behavior, but because of
the company she and her
husband, President Georges
Pompidou, keep in private
life. They prefer. to surround themselves with 'artists and writers in their eleKant Ile St. Louis apartment
rather than politician..
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by SANDO IOLOGNA
struction of the 'cog railway.
Central Press Washeagtoos Correspondent
He organized the Mt. 'Washa
CRAWFORD NOTCH. N.H. The Mt., Washington Cog Rail- ington Steam Railway
Co. in
a
way. New England's most spectacular tourist transportation ! 1865 and had his first steam
means, will be 100 years old July 3.
engine built in Massachusetts.
The World's first mountain-climbing cog railway, it is the ;1 The engine, dubbed Old Pep'
o
only railway of its kind, having three-and-one-hair miles (if • persaan, became. a .quick.
-dr----track st-vrtucb three- miTei is on trestle.
(visa when ,it ascended the
Thousands of tourists from all parts of the United States and mountain July 3. 1869.,
many countries have ascended to the summit of the 6,228-foot peak
• • •
on one-car trains, powered by small, snubbed-nose engines. From
OLD PEPPERSASS Is lima the
the top of New England's highest mountain, the vrew extends on most important exhibit at Rase
clear days to Portland, Maine, 100 miles away.
Station. Now the railway has
The leisurely ascent has thrilled U.S. preeidents.,.icuropeas seven specially-built steam lodignitaries and ordinary Amercomotives. each pulling a car
icana seeking an unusual travel a friend in 1852 during severe that seats 48 person*. On th
experience,
storm conditions. He felt suit ascent, the cars are pushed up
The average grade if OW that a mountain railroad would the mountain but on the descent
at
foot in four, or 25 per cent, with be a more pleasant and safer the locomotives precede each
the steepest grade being on way to travel to the peak.
car, backing down in ,front
rn
Jacob's Ladder. 37.4 per cent,
• • •
thereby insuring complete safesl
As the engine of each one-car
MARCH discussed his plans ty. The speed: Your miles an
train huffs and puffs up and with a friend, Herrick
Aiken, hour.
xi
down the trestle, the passengers who had previously thought
Two trains run daily on
of
are treated to spectacular pan. the idea of installing a cog rail- weekends from
June 15 to June
411
°remits of foveae and valleys way on the mountainside
but 29 when 10 trains run daily
The speed is the same on the who was told by associates
that through Sept. 7. From Sept. 8
descent as on the ascent, be. Itwas impractical and
costly. through Oct. 13 two trains are
cause of the cogwheel whose
March was called "a crazy scteduled daily; more if patstrong teeth mesh with a string man" by New Hampshire
peo- romige warrants.
of cogs in the middle of the pie who heard of his plan.
He
A centennial _dinner will be
track,
built an eight-foot-long model held July 3 at the
Crawford
The unique railway was cos- track and designed a steam
en- - House and other e'vents will be
ceived by Sylvestro March, a! gine model which he
'displawed held during the hilMfIl.f. Clinative of New Hampshire, who '1 to the New Hampshire
legis- maxed with a dinner by the
bad made a fortune in the lature,
Newcomeei• Society of North
nwat-packing business in ChiThe legislators were also Americl at the M•a int:tin
View
cago. He became lost while amazed but they did grant
him House. Whitefield. N if. on
climbing aft tVashington with a charter in '1658 for tha 'onSept. lft.

worsts**, riscomkry Is .411.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ism
(UN)- Then en
ke minim setersied
the Phppine
: 35 enlillaa),
organisers of the
Study Costar is

HONOLULU UPI - Jack Craig
hopes the Highway Department
won't wait too long to widen the
curve that leads to a bridge at
the edge of his property. in recent months, 29 motorists have
SERVICES OFFERED
SALT LAKE CITY UPI - A missed the turn and wound up
WILL MOW lawns and other classified ad in Friday's Salt on Craig's front lawn.
odd jobs. Call 753-6030 TF'NC Lake Tribune advised the reader
that "The Salt Lake County Sher- "It's better since we moved
WILL KEEP child in my home iff's Posse is looking for a queen the garage," Craig said Friday.
while mother attends school. and two attendants to reign at the "They smashed it 15 times."
Phone 753-82.51.
3-21-C 15th annual RCA - approved Rod"
WILL GIVE piano lessons. If
interested call 7534399. 3-19-P

POE RENT
BONANZA'PRESENTS
3-Bedroom brick house
FIVE-ROOM furnished aparta 1 *re lot located in sight
men. Wall-to-wall carpet. Airl
Ti iSUPER
the University. Has large
conditioning, new appliances.
room with fireplace, dioACE CYCLE GUTS
Downtown location. Mrs. Raz
area, central gas heat, den,
tar Bilbrey, Phone 753-1367.
baths, nice storage build, carport, immediate possesNEW MOBILE HOME for rent.
n, $21,000.00
12' x 55'. Nicely furnished, air
E 4-bedroom brick only
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
conditioned. Located on shady
years old. Has central heat
A typical Lewis posture. This was back in 1932.
WILL TUTOR first through
lot. No children or pets, couple third graders
air-conditioning, carpet, den
in my home dur0 PERA
only. References required. ConNJOTES
th fireplace, garage, dining
ing summer months. Call 7534-Part of
ACROSS
.1
ES
• VS
tact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins
room, 2 full baths. All the closfireplace
5589.
1-Snake
MUNI
Furniture or call 753-4566, beGILEVI
5-Damp
et and storage spaoe you have
4-Booty (slang)
L. • hw I Dillr
6-Cooled lava
tween 8:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m. YARDS leveled and sowed, any 8-Fruit seed
ever cireamed of. The owners
MURRAY SUPPLY
7-Open space in
A • CIE
only.
TFC size to owners desire. Phone 11-Sign of zodiac
are leaving town at end of 03 E. Main,
forest
Phone 753-33614
12-Toll
.11311111111M
• 753-3653.
8-Baker's
.summer school. Handy to Uni3-23-C 13
-Newspaper
product
FURNISHED
HOUSES
and
versity, shopping center and fa
paragraph
1,.
9-Pronoun
1 apartments for boys aumnser FORMER TEACHER will do 15-Gain
In Murray School District
10-Singing voice
and fall semester. Phone 753- baby sitting in her home, locat- 17 Mature
14-Fram• of mind
NICE 3-bedroom brick on N
19-Negative
16-Suit
5865 days - 753-5108 after 3 ed near the University. Phone 20-Illuminated
Street. Has extra large
FOR SAL1
18-Proceed
J53-81393.
2I-Fuss
p.m.
TFC
room, Living room, 1% Mood I Reconditioned
A
21-Comes into
22-Also
lots of cabinets, carport,
A
view
C
23-Barracuda
FOR RENT OR SALE: 1968
25-Simian
22-Sailor (colloq.)
quick possession, Owners are
Mobile Home, 12' x 50'. Two
26 Difficult
23-The urial
43 Printer's
32 Insect egg
leaving town.
27-Brick-carrying
bedroom, all electric. Like new
measure
24-Seed container 33 Golf mound
INTERESTED in Subdivision
device
of
time
condition. Telephone 753-3683.
44-War
god
34-Period
Also New
25-Bo ill
28-Part of body
property? We have a 40 acre
46
Macaw
35-Meadow
3-19-C
26-Possesses
29-Swiss river
47-Ancient
37-Begs
tract of land m sight of Uni30-Paid notice
28-Cut
38-Barracuda
48-Notse
versity. This land has woods, is
31
AIR-CONDITIONED, furnished
29 Unit of Siamese 39 Plague
49-Ocean
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - 33-Yields
Symbolfor
currency
rolling and would make a beauapartment,
40-Enthusiasm
51 -Near
convenient
to
camptellurium
Of the 350,000 babies born in
New Osman Iasi
41-Be
in
debt
53 Note of scale
31-Uncooked
tiful subdivision. Has large
us, $75.00 per month. 915 North
35
Ordinance
California each year, at least 36 RPM( island
nese 21111-HIS
rm barn and priced at $32,16th Street.
3,500 of them are threatened 37-Through
o. Also a 85 acre tract at
JOHN L LEWIS, in his day one of the most powerful men
slowly
FURNISHED five-room apart- with a blood disorder known as 38-Cook
ever on the labor scene, is shown in a recent photo and on
invell which has some of the
40-Skill
Rh
ment
disease.
with
private bath. Call
41-Genus of
Mon beautiful wooded lots iii
1938, three years after he founded the Congress of Indusolives
753-8876.
Now for the first time it is
J-19-C
the county, it also has some
trial Organizations, the CIO, which put the assembly lines
42-Edible seed
often possible to prevent this 43-Bitter
extra good farm Land. This place BIRTHDAY?
vetch
in unionism. The retired president of the United Mine
ONE AND two-bedroom furnishdisease, reports the California 44-Reverence
WEDDING?
can be bought for less than
Workers died in Washington at 89.
ed apartments on South 16th.
45-Babylonian
Medical Association.
ANNIVERSARY?
$600.00 per acre,
deity
Zimmerman Apartments Phone
The disease causes abnormal 46-Conjunction
49 ACRE farm at Providence
Remember
753-8809.
3414
When mixing conventional
with a 3-bedroom brick house
destruction of red blood cells in 47-Mountain
Th. Wahl", woir
ACCEPTS INVITATION
nymphs
cake batters by hand, add sugar
ITC
and other outbuildings, priced I
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, dish- the infant, the result of an 50- FOrrtNlir
to soft shortening in thirds;
Russian ruler
at $26,000.00.
washer, air, maga disponi, Incompatibility between the
cream thoroughly after each
st ACRE FARM on pavcarpeted throughout These Mother's Rh blood type and that 52-Heraldic
device
NOTICE
road near Locust Grove Bap
TOKYO UPI - U. N. Secretary addition. Since air is
753-7550.
54-Expire
1-194 of the baby.
55-Greek letter
' Church. Has large modern ELACTROLUX SALES is SerThe disease normally occurs 56-Communists
General Thant has accepted the incorporated with the sugar, the TWO
- BEDROOM apartment only in
frame house, several barns, nice vice, Box 113 Murray, Ey., C.
Japanese government's invita- fluffier this mixture is beaten
the second pregnancy of 57•Nah0Or sheep
M. Senders. Phone 8823178. Air-conditioner, carpets, elec- an Rh negative woman. The
woods lot, $21,000.00.
tion to visit the country in the the lighter and finer-textured the
DOWN
2-BEDROOM house on old Mur- Lynnville, Ky.
July&C tric kitchen, carport. Call 753- preventive treatment now
middle of April next year, the cake will be.
1-High mountain
5675.
TFC available is
ray and Paris Road with 5 acres
50
Foreign Ministry announced toa new anti-Rh gamma
2-Weight of
SUE
SAMMONS
is
now
at
West
of Land at $10,960.00.
India
cio'se globulin given to the woman
day. He will visit the Japan
3-Made a
ALSO ON OLD Murray and Side Beauty Shop. Phone 753- FURNISHED apartment
Exposition in Osaka, Ja- his stay as a state guest, a minwithin
72
World
hours
after
her
first
common
3344.
to college. Phone 753-8584.
Paris Road an extra nice 3-bedlargest city, during istry official said.
interest of
.1.111.c I baby.
second
pan's
[este,
Distr. by United eature
•
le
room brick with large den with BELTONE factory fresh hearace, electric heat, ear- ing aid batteries for an nabs THREE-BEDROOM house with
l% baths and is an extra hearing aids, Wallis Drupe.
basement, unfurnished. 1305
buy at $18,500.00.
11-1TC Poplar. Call 753-8175.
3-23-C
11.
LOCATED AT 1811 Ryan AvePm CM
{Oft
'
111 NIb, Wm/ ...Pp Iv*
nue is a 3-bedroom frame house DID YOU LIKE -Thunder Road" AIR-CONDITIONED trailer, all Pt'ANII
11415 IS TRADITIONAL. VACATION (I DON'T EVEN
5AL LY sAys, /I DIDN'T
in good condition, electric heat, .. Did you like "Bonnie and electric, size 8' x 40', rent, $45
,
DEAR 5No0Pci
POSTCARD
WRITING..tall ALOWS
I? VACATIONS)
USTAN
NCER
5ALe "I4EU_O
Clyde", then you'll love "Kill- per month. Call 489-3623. .1-20-C
and is priced at 0),500.00.
" AELL0
FROM
THAT
SOMEONE
WRITE
5AY5,%ELL°
WRITING
AM
r
AT DEXTER a nice 6-room ers 3". It plays Sunday thru
JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND
OQF mota..4.k ARE AAtaiNG
house with electric heat, gas Is Wednesday at the Murray LARGE PRIVATE lot to park
avaiNtac, city watih., also good Drive-1n Theatre.
VACATION,BUT
VACATiON
PO5LCARD
3-21-C mobile home, located at Melia.
NICE
A
Call 489-3623.
3-211C
well, $6500.00.
MISS z(o0.
I
POE SALO
ALMO HEIGHTS a good
FURNISHED apartment, twolid house on Lot 100' a 500' MASSEY FURGUSON hay bider bedrooms, air - conditioned.
only $4500.00.
New-Holland rake in good Phone 753-6347 after 5:00 p. m.
70 ACRES of land on High- condition. Can be seen after
.1-20-P
way 94 near lake. Has long 4:30 p.m. or call Puryear 247highway front, needs some do- 3949. John McCuiston, Puryear FOUR-BEDROOM house for
zer work, can be bought worth Route 2.
TFf4C boys, near campus, furnished.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482.
the money.
ONE OF the better homes in USED 12' a 51' mobile home.
3-20-C
the county located on the New Very good condition. Shady
2
-BEDROOM
unfurnished apartConcord Highway. Has 3 extra Oaks, Lot No. 25. Call Jack
large bedrooms, large living Norsvrorthy 753-5209. .1-18-NC ment, 1301 Peggy Am Drive.
AND SHE'S
akr-conditioned. Call 753-8065.
TWO 'WEEKS AGO
WHAT
1 HAVE
, extra Large den with fire3-204
lace, 2 baths, carpet, central ASSUME PAYMENTS on a used
SENT
I
MY
A
ABOUT?
and air, double carport, spinet piano. Good condition, TWO-BEDROOM, den, and kitCOMPLAINT
FRIEND IRMA A
$17.90 per month. Inquire at chen,
large shade, for $35,000.00.
SICK
furnished
apartment.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on Leash's Music and TV. Dixie- Wailtoavall carpet, air-condiMAKE
TO
Dudley Drive. Has central heat land Shopping Center. Phone tioning, open for weekly or mon3-18-C
CARD I BOUGHT
and air, carpet, 2-car garage, 753-7575.
thly rates. May be seen at Kellarge patio. range, dishwasher,
HERE
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, 8' x 33' ley's Pest Control, located -100
nice lot, it bought at once
3-20-C
with air-conditioner. Phone 02- S. 13th Street.
some of the colors and patterns
=10.
3-19-C 2-BEDROOM trailer.
Call Branmight be chosen by purchaser
,000.00
IRISH SEITERS, registered. don Dill after 4 p. m. 753-2930.
E HAVE several other good Age, five weeks. Place order
3-30-C
that are not mentioned now. Avery Hatcher, 753-4961.
we would be glad to talk to
you about. You will always find
HELP WANTED
pleasure lo doing business with TWO-PIECE living room suite,
f. In U
-Al,
FEMALE, DO experMALE
OR
color,
rose
beige.
Reasonable.
Roberts Reality. Ask the people
4+.11.04,
C i05 by 5-41
will
necessary.
train
ience
We
Phone
753-3538
after 5:00 p. m.
who have done business with
3-19-C you. Apply between 2 and 4 in
us. Call 753-1881 or conic by
the afternoon, in person. No
and see us at 505 Main. 3-20-C NEARLY
NEW 33" avadsco phone calls. Dart-Castle. TFC
stove, electric. Phone 753-8287
QUAIIFYING. Three-bed- alter 6:00 p. m.
3-20-C DINNER COOKS, short order
I OUGHT T' FLOAT ALL NIGHT
home. Miuionite siding,
cooks, salad makers, fo )cl line
BEST T'CATCH SOME
AND SO EIATHLESS GRO6Gii..JS
WITHOUT THEM GENERALS
On 1 acre tract, approximately BOYS three-speed English ra- supervisor, dish machine operSHUT-EYE BEFORE
FLOATS THROLIGe-i THE NIGHT TOWARD
ter.
Phone
753-2466
or
see at ators,. These jobs a-re full tme
one-fourth mile from Kentucky
REALIZiN' I'M GONE?! WITH
MORNIN',.,
SOME UNKNOWN DESTINATION
J-20-P jobs. No phone calls. Apply in
A HIGH WIND A-BLOWIN',
Lake, located three miles from $12 North 6th St
May
444.
Hwy.
Concord
on
Colonial
Stowsperson,
House
THIS
FLYIN'
New
.
BA6'LL EAT
NEW DUPLEX west of collegeTFC
UP THE MILES."
be used as summer cottage or by owner. 2 bedrooms, living asborci.
down
$150.00
prime shelter.
room, dining-kitchen on both NIGHT time janitor wanted. Ap1111)
payments, $65.00 per month, for sides. Also
one aide has 12' x ply at Triangle Inn, in person.
'only 12 years. Call Charles 25' den, carport,
utility
and
25'
or
call
753-4953.
.1-19-C
\\itfe
Reese, collect, Paducah 442- x 26' patio.
Opportunity for
.1-23-C
let
rental property, live in one side WANTED: baby sitter in my
home, toorchiga. Phone 753NTUCKY TAKE Lots For and rent the other, 753-8825.
.1-20-P
6002.
Sale: Keniana Shores at Ham3-20-C
lin, 100' x 200', $695 and $895; ENGAGEMENT RING and wed- SELLING AVON IS FUN! Earn
Central water available, lake ding bead. Call 753-1916 before as you learn! Pay bills, make
access and boat ramp, $10 down 5:00 p. m. and ask for Mary. friends, territory openings near
and $10 per month. Take 121
1/14C you. Call or write: Mn. Evelyn
southeast to New Concord, then
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
444 northeast to Keniena, fal- NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters, Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
low signs. Phone 436-5330.
85HP gear box, stump jumper 42064. Phone 965-3363.
and solid tall wheel. Heavy en}14-20-C
ough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
LOS? 11 FOUND
enough to cut your lawn. 5' WELCOMING HOSTESS. If you
pick-up models, $325.00. Also are a civic-minded, middle-age,
LOST-Blonde dog, part spits
y!...E.CUZ'PRE
FAMBLY
-THAN WIE
AH SYMPATHIZES
F YO'-BUT IT
4' pick-up and 5' pull models. personable lady with car availwearing collar About 12 years
HAIN'T FIT TO EAT
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4802. able, you may qualify to welIS,THAN KS
PLAIN
wouLDN'T
BE
THRIFTY TO
the
answers
name
to
and
old
July 12-C come newcomers to Murray.
WIF YO', NO MO'!,'
TO THAT
TURN DOWN ALLTH'LUXURIES SHE'S
of Butch. Persons having any
Part time; may earn $4 pet
'1O'16 SO MUCH
information call 753-2477.
SAKTI14
SHOWERINI
SIX MONTH old solid oak Span- hour Call Mrs. Hyde collect
3-18-C ish dining room suit, table with 502443-7363.
MEff
SWEET
3-1
AN' BETTER- "
four chairs, $150.00. Like new,
SOMEONE!!
AUTOS /OR SALE
two-piece Early American livSMELLIN'--ing room suite, $115-00- WestWANTED TO BUY
TRA NICE 1965 Comet, two inghouse, 40" electric range,
r, 6-cylinder, straight shift good condition, $35.00. Phone WANTED, ear corn. Contact
Bought new locally. Must see 753-6420
3-19-P Stella Feed Mill, 753-1255.
to appreciate. Phone 753-8109
.1-1WC
.1-1
GERT'S a gay girl-ready for a
-whirl after cleaning carpets with
WANTED TO RENT
Blue 'Lustre. Rent electric shamLOST & FOUND
3-21-C
WANTED - Three - bedroom pooer $1. Big K.
LOST: Monday, one fluffy gray
house by August 1. Will fur MOBILE HOME, 1967 model, kitten in the vicinity of N. 6th
7534
Call
references
nish
341111•C
.1-23- 12' x 64' three bedrooms. Paris, St. Call 753-3880.
after 5.00 p. m.
TOM. 843-$289.
1-/.9-P
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.

4iou

2 for 190

by Ernie Bushmiller
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"11:h

_ lb. 17* 1

STILL

GET - WELL

5 for 490

Abbie 'N Slats

1
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Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
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Johnnie S. Ahart
Air Pollution Rites
SEEN &HEARD ...Reds Displaii
Held Today
(Cesdneed Prom

(Csetheeed Preis Pau Owe)

trApnetseed From Page 11
up a bunch of chicken, with all
-use all available, practical and
the trimmings, including pie101 the Viet Cong, still stands
reasonable methods to prevent
and ice cream, we brought down spite the foeniation last week
and control air pollution."
our umteen cup coffee maker y the Viet Cong of a provis—Guarantee a public hearing
nal revolutionary government
and everybody ate away.
"But they are the ones who
to an applicant before denial
of a permit. Conversely, it woWe thank the general public bare refusing to teak and it takes
uld guarantee any objector a
for making this twenty-second frwo to negotiate," he said.
public hearing before issuance
The oficial complained of
Active pallbearers were Hen- a.nniversay possible and the fine
of a permit.
ry Dawson, Roscoe Calhoun, employees of the Ledger and news reports he said tended to
!dwell on minor differences beBartley Taylor, Walter (Monk) Times who make it go.
The 3-year-old commission Stallcuis,
itween Saigon and Washington
Edison Ahart, and
has not yet adopted emission Gene E.
"But these very minor differThird
oldest
has
landed
at
a
Moore.
The
Clayborne
limits and the permit regula- Jones
fade into Insignificance
ences
Marine
Air
Base
fifteen
miles
Sunday School of the
tion is designed to provide First
when compared to the monsBaptist Church served as north of Da Nang.
some control from now until an
trous attitude of the other side,
honorary group. Gus Robertsuch standards take effect.
son, Jr., sang and Mrs. Richard The attributes of politeness and which is refusing to negotiate
consideration of other people, seriously," he said
Farrell was the organist.
"The North Vietnamese CornThe two emission-limit regu- Burial was in the Murray have to be worked on.
munist party has been trying
lations returned to committee Cemetery with the arrangeTuesday would allow existing ments by the J. H. Churchill Complaints about trucks scat- for almost 20 years to get rid
tering stuff on the highways. of the nationalists in Vietnam,"
sources 12 months to comply, Funeral Home,
and there is some sentiment
Mr. Ahart died suddenly on Chunks of metal on the May- the official added. "Since 1960,
for extending the compliance Monday. His wife, Stella, died field highway. Not the city sani-'they have been waging a miliperiod to 18 months.
March 26 of this year. He is tation trucks, but apparently tary campaign to eliminate
survived by two daughters, Mrs. construction or something. This their nationalist."
is something folks should be "In efeet, they are now askThe emission limit regula- James M. (Elaine) Brown
and
tions Nos. 7 and 8, previously Mrs. Lloyd (Oneida)
ing the Americans to do it for
Boyd; two careful of.
the subject of lengthy study and granddaughters, Misses
them," he said, referring to
Barbara
debate by the particulates com- L Brown and Linda
Gail Boyd;.Automobile tires are expensive Communist demands that the
and also accidents could be cau- United States withdraw its sup
mittee headed by industry rep- two sisters, Mrs.
Donnie Co-resentative John Kane, were hoon and Mrs. Peachie
sed by trying to miss something port from the South Vietnamese
Taylor.
on the highway.
turned over to a special, threegovernment. "It is not going to
member committee.
work."
Commission
chairman Dr.
Allied sources said Red
Samuel Lord, Mrs. Richard SwiChina's endorsement of the Viet
gert and Orville W. Stewart are
Cong's provisional revolutionary
to study the proposals with the
government strengthened their
commission's staff and report
'conviction Peking does not want
back at the July 22 meeting.
a negotiated peace in Vietnam.
The sources noted that in ,
their congratulatory cables to '
the head of the self-styled gov.auick 'n' Easy
ernment, Chinese leaders hailed
the Viet Cong "popular war"
Now is the season for hot
against the United States infresh tomato cheese sandwiches.
South •Vietnam but made no
mention of the Paris talks.
Lightly toast and butter 4 slices
of rye bread. Arrange on toast '4
pound of boiled ham and 3
medium-sized tomatoes, sliced.
Marry Early
Mix together 1 cup of
MANILA (UPI) - Fthpinos
evaporated milk, 'a cup of grated
generally marry at an early age,
cheddar cheese, 'h teaspoon of
according to marriage trends
mustard and '4 teaspoon of salt
gathered by the Bureau of
ROOF CAVE-IN KILLS 50 Rescue workers carry an injured
in top of double boiler. Cook
victim out of the wreckage of a new convention hall resCensus and Statistics. Between
over boiling water, stirring
taurant in the model village of Los Angeles de San Rafael,
the ages of 15 and 24, more than
constantly, until cheese melts.
Spain, after the roof collapsed. A festive crowd was watchseven out of 10 females and
Serve cheese sauce over
ing a beauty contest when the accident happened. Police
.nore than five out of 10 males
sandwiches. Makes 4 servings.
yet married.
said 50 were killed and 120 injured, some critically.
Funeral envies for Johnnie
S. Ahart, age 77, of 721 Nash
Drive, Murray, were held today
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating.

CEILING MODIFICATION (PLAN A)

PREPLANNED SNACK BAR
SHELTER (PLAN D)

ALTERNATE CEILING MODIFICATION (PLAN B)

CONCRETE BLOCK OR BRICK SHELTER (PLAN C)

In Time of Emergency

Fallout Shelter Built Into Home Seen
As Practical Way to Survive Attack
The public fallout shelter system which has been the overhead shielding against concrete blocks, set in mortar,
by
"downward" radiation
developed in the United States would protect tens of screwing plywood sheets sr in the basement corner that is
most below ground level. Over
millions of Americans from fallout resulting from a curely to the bottom of the
the snack bar build a strong,
exist
in
filling
the
ceiling joists, then
nuclear attack. However, few public shelters
hollow "false ceiling" that is
locations such as suburban and rural areas that lack spaces between the joists with hinged to the wall.
bricks or concrete blocks. An
large, heavy structures. In places with inadequate or extra ceiling beam and a screwIn a time of emergency, the
non-existent public shelters, a home fallout shelter jack column may be needed to false ceiling is lowered so that
support the extra weight.
rould be a life saver.
one end rests on the snack bar
If 12 inches or more of the and the hollow sections of it
The basements of some homes are usable as family
basement wall is above ground
fallout shelters as they now stand without any major level, this plan should not be are filled with bricks or conchanges, especially if the house has two or more used unless two interior parti- crete blocks (which should be
stored nearby) to provide overtions are added to form a shelstories, and its basement is below ground level.
head shielding.
protect
the
shelter
area
and
Most home basements, howPREPLANNED TILT-UP
ever, would need some im- vide the same shielding density ter occupants against radiaSTORAGE UNIT (Plan 1-;) intion coming from the side.
provements in order to ade- as:
ALTERNATE CEILING volves construction of a simple
quately shield their occupants •5 to 6 inches of bricks
from the radiation given off •6 inches of sand or gravel MODIFICATION (Plan B) is storage unit out of lumber. The
similar to Plan A, except that unit is like a free-standing
by fallout particles. Usually, •7 inches of earth
householders can make these •8 inches of hollow con- new extra joists are fitted into bookshelf or storage bin, I,
improvements themselves, with
crete blocks (6 inches if part of the basement -ceiling feet high, 8 inches deep, and
(over that section of the basemoderate effort and at low COOL
filled with sand)
ment which will be used as a either 1% or 3 feet wide. At
Millions of homes have been •10 inches of water
shelter). The new joists will the top, it is hinged to the
surveyed for the U.S. Office of
inches of books or help support the added weight basement wall.
Civil Defense by the U.S. •14
magazines
of the overhead shielding maBureau, and these
In peacetime, the unit could
terial, and the extra ceiling be used to store books, canned
holders have been given •1$ inches of wood
information on the fallout proSome of the materials listed beam and screwjack column goods or other things. In event
tection their present base- above may be handled more will not be needed.
of attack warning, the storage
ments would provide, and how easily if they are packed into
CONCRETE BLOCK OR unit would be tilted so that the
to increase this protection by bags, cartons, boxes or other BRICK SHELTER (Plan C) is
making specific improvements. containers already placed a plan to build, out of concrete 1bottom would be resting on an
where the additional shielding blocks or bricks, a separate unmortared wall of bricks or
Shielding Material Is Required Is desired.
x 11-foot shelter in the "best concrete blocks that have been
A home shelter can be either corner" of a basement. It re- stored nearby. Other bricks or
fallhome
In setting up any
a permanent basement shelter, quires construction of only two blocks would then be placed in
out shelter, the bask aim is to a preplanned basement shelter, walls and a ceiling for the shel- the compartments of the storplasm enough "shielding ma- or a permanent outside shelter. ter, since the regular basement
terial" between the people in Plans for each type may be walls will serve as the other age unit, to provide an overthe shelter and the fallout par- obtained without charge by two walls of the shelter. Built head shield against fallout
radiation.
ticles outside the home.
writing to Civil Defense, Army low, this can serve as a "sitShielding material is any Publications
Center, 2800 down" shelter, or by making
substance that would absorb Eastern Blvd., Baltimore, Md. the walls higher, a shelter can
The information in this
add deflect the invisible rays 21220. In writing for either accommodate people standing
story was furnished by the
given off by fallout particles type of basement shelter, men- erect The shelter ceiling, howU.S. Department of Deoutside the house, and thus re- tion whether Plan A, B, C, D, ever, should not be higher than
the outside ground level.
duce the amount of radiation or E is wanted.
fense, Office of Civil Dereaching the occupants of the
If a home has a basement
fense, to help people preshelter. The thicker Or denser Permanent Basement Shelters but a permanent-type basepare for a nuclear attack
the shielding material is, the
ment
shelter
is
not
desired,
the
shelters
are
3
following
The
and learn what actions to
more it would protect the shel- probably the best type to build next best thing would be to artake in case an attack
ter occupants.
in homes with a full basement range to assemble a "f47should occur. Local authoris
Some radiation protection is or one corner below ground planned" home shelter.
ities are responsible for
provided by the existing, level. The required shielding simply means gathering tosupplying the public with
standard walls and ceiling of a material would cost about $100 gether, in advance, the shieldmere detailed survival inbasement. But if they are not to $200. Persons with basic ing material needed to make a
thick or dram sessgh, Giber carpentry or masonry skills basement (or one part of it)
structions fee this area.
ze.
bably do the work more resistant to fallout radico
4ter
=lag isiterial bas* be li
This information Wet
Shelters of this ation. This material eould, bedra.' from iii0Cirea:
Deseret% Webs, sulk sad type should always be built in stored in or around the home,
lication "In Time of Emerdud are muse of the materials the "best" corner of a home ready for use whenever it is
gency" (t1-14), which is
that are deem or heavy esesgh basement—the Aorner which decided to set up a shelter.
available without charge
PREPLANNED SNACK
to provide fallout preludes. Is most below glibund level.
at local civil defense ofCEILING MODIFICATION BAR SHELTER (Plan D) is a
For comparative purposes, 4
fices.
inches of concrete would pro-- (Plan A) calls for increasing snack, bar built of bricks or
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aliquot ,aid reports of tourists being mugged. robbed ane
otherwise molested have scam
away many potential visitors tr
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still listed as in serious condi-tiOn at the Veterans' Administration Hospital in Memphis, but
Is progressing satisfactorily and
showing signs of improvement,
according to hospital officials.
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force to look after foreign visitor' in the Philippines has been
proposed by Rene A. Albano,
president of the Associated HoMAYFIELD, Ky., June 17- tels of the Philippines.

Two persons seriously injured In
an automobile accident near
here Wednesday which took the
Iffe of John D. Redden remain
In serious condition at hospitals
I, Lexington sad Memphis.
Michael Redden, 12. is listed
as in critical condition at the
University of Kentucky MedicalCenter where he was transferred
from Fuller-Morgan Hospital. He
sustained* head injuries in the
accident and reportedly suffered
heart convulsions later.
Nathaniel Leroy Deal. 45, is
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at
in Knoxville ended with mo,rtSea
May rainfall averaged 3.3
Indies of rain the first two
ches across the Tennessee Val.
ley, less than the normal 4.12 days of Jose.
The deficient rainfall In the
inches for the month, TVA re
ports. Rains were about normal upper half of the Tennessee Vallin the western half of the Valley ey, where 'TVA's tributary lakes
but only two-thirds of the normal are located, again produced be.
streamflows In that
average in the eastern half,above
area for the 15th month out ofthe
Chattanooga.
last 16. As a result several of
these lakes, particularly Norris
The highest May rainfall total
Lake, are at lower levels for late
reported to TVA was 8.68 inches
spring than in most recent years,
in
places-Rainsville
at-of all
northeast Alabama. Rainsville
Great Falls Lake in mtdiale
recorded 7 inches of -rain over Tennessee, near McMinnville, is
the weekend of May 16-20. The being maintained at lower levels
lowest was only 1.08 inches at
than normal in order to facilitate
TVA's gage on top of the Evans construction of new brides acroBuilding in aawntown Knoxville,
ss the reservoir.
Temeasee. However, the drought
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